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DUTIES OF ADVOCATES  
TO THE HIGH COURT OF JUSTICE OF THE ISLE OF MAN 

 
 
The Advocate’s Oath 

 
1. By his or her oath an advocate swears that the advocate “will truly and honestly 

demean myself in the practice and knowledge of an Advocate to the best of my 
ability.”  This oath dates back to the Attorney’s Act 1777 and focuses on two crucial 
elements of the practice of an advocate.  Honesty and knowledge.  The Shorter Oxford 
English Dictionary defines “honestly” as in an honourable or respectful manner; 
worthily, decently with upright conduct without fraud, by honest means, sincerely, 
fairly, openly.  “Demean” is used in the sense of behaving and conducting oneself and 
dealing with others in a specified way. 

 
The Manx legal profession 
 
2. In Appleby (Isle of Man) LLC v The Isle of Man Law Society in my capacity as Visitor of 

the Society in a decision delivered on 21 March 2014 I stated: 
 

 “The Manx legal profession 
 
34.  Sometimes, in the fast moving modern global commercial world where 
financial targets and the pursuit of profit appear to dominate centre stage, we 
need to pause and remind ourselves that the legal profession is a profession.  It 
is not simply a money generating business.  It is far more important than that. 
Independent advocates providing properly insured legal services are important 
to the maintenance of the rule of law in a civilised society.  Members of the 
Society which comprise the Manx legal profession provide legal services over a 
wide range of matters to both local and international clients. That is in the public 
interest. 
 
35.  We also need to remind ourselves that it is important to the future of the 
independent Manx legal profession and indeed the Island generally that all 
members of the Society try to work positively together for the general good of 
the Society and the Island.  Sometimes if you are a member of a society you 
have to do something which you may perceive is not in your own personal 
interests and which may impact adversely upon you financially but is necessary 
for the greater good of the society of which you are a member and the interests 
of the public which the society serves.  All members of the legal profession must 
on occasions put the interests of the legal profession as a whole and indeed the 
interests of the public over and above their own perceived personal interests.  A 
classic occasion when that needs to happen is when members are dealing with 
professional indemnity insurance and the Master Policy. 
 
36.  A young Marx in “Reflections of a Young Man on the Choice of a Profession” 
in 1835 (referred to in Karl Marx and Frederick Engels Collected Works Lawrence 
& Wishart 1975 volume 1 pages 3-9) stated: 

 
“We must therefore seriously examine whether we have really been 
inspired in our choice of a profession … It is not only ambition which can 
arouse sudden enthusiasm for a particular profession, we may perhaps 
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have emblellished it in our imagination, and emblellished it so that it 
appears the highest that life can offer.  We have not analysed it, not 
considered the whole burden, the great responsibility it imposes on us… 
And if then our enthusiasm still persists, if we still continue to love a 
profession and believe ourselves called to it after we have examined it in 
cold blood, after we have perceived its burdens and become acquainted 
with its difficulties, then we ought to adopt it, then neither does our 
enthusiasm deceive us nor does overhastiness carry us away … But the 
chief guide which must direct us in the choice of a profession is the welfare 
of mankind and our own perfection.  It should not be thought that these 
two interests could be in conflict, that one would have to destroy the 
other; on the contrary, man's nature is so constituted that he can attain 
his own perfection only by working for the perfection, for the good, of his 
fellow men … History calls those men the greatest who have ennobled 
themselves by working for the common good … If we have chosen the 
position in life in which we can most of all work for mankind, no burdens 
can bow us down, because they are sacrifices for the benefit of all; then 
we shall experience no petty, limited, selfish joy, but our happiness will 
belong to millions, our deeds will live on quietly but perpetually at work, 
and over our ashes will be shed the hot tears of noble people.” 
 

37.  One does not need to subscribe to Marx’s subsequent Communist Manifesto 
to appreciate the inherent good sense in members of a professional society 
acting not exclusively in their own personal self interests but for the greater 
good of the society of which they are members. 
 
38.  Cains in its letter of 8 February 2012 to the Society state that “Increasingly 
we see ourselves as internationally focused.  In that regard, as you are aware, 
we no longer undertake Isle of Man general practice work other than on an 
exceptional basis” but Cains importantly and responsibly reveals its community 
spirit and social conscience in respect of the Master Policy when it adds: 
 

“Cains is also aware of the social utility aspect of the [Master Policy].  It 
may create capacity for a small number of member firms who primarily 
undertake work which assists the disadvantaged in our community.  Cains 
would recognise a reasonable degree of obligation to support such firms in 
the event capacity issues arise due to the [Master Policy] becoming no 
longer viable.” 

 
39.  Lady Hale the Deputy President of the Supreme Court of the United 
Kingdom and a lead member of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council (our 
court of final appeal) at a speech delivered at the South Bank University on 30 
October 2013 referred to legal work conducted by those for the most 
disadvantaged in society and stated: 

 
“The problem is greatest in those areas of law which are probably most 
attractive to the idealistic young.  There have always been students who 
go into the law because they want to make loads of money and have their 
sights set on the more lucrative areas of practice from the outset.  And it 
may be that some of those areas are not feeling the pinch in the way that 
publicly funded work is doing.  But most of the young people I meet want 
to become human rights lawyers or criminal advocates, rather than 
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conveyancers or commercial lawyers.  Most of them have not heard of 
transactional work (although of course they soon will if they go to the one 
of the universities targeted by the big city firms). 
 
Which brings me to the other great disappointment of my declining years - 
the steady and now precipitous decline in the legal aid and advice scheme 
which plays such an important part in securing genuine access to justice 
for all… 
 
I wish I could see a way ahead in these difficult days.  I understand how 
difficult it is for the government to bring expenditure on legal services 
under control without taking drastic steps like these.  I salute the courage 
and determination of the young legal aid lawyers who are bent on 
continuing to provide a service to the poorest and most disadvantaged in 
our society and also on promoting a more diverse and socially mobile legal 
profession.” 
 

40.  The Review Team engaged in the Scope of Government reports in 2012 at 
paragraph 7.22 of their comments in March 2012 identified the following as vital 
to the continuance of society: “security, law and order, justice.”  The Review 
Team accepted that these “may represent some sort of irreducible minimum.” 
The Review Team stressed that any proposed economies should not “Prejudice 
law and order, justice or the access to justice.”  Executive government, 
supported by Tynwald, have wisely accepted that “protecting the vulnerable” is 
one of their guiding priorities in rebalancing public finances.  Members of the 
Society are frequently engaged in “protecting the vulnerable” and most 
disadvantaged in our compact community. 
 
41.  Many young men and women choose to enter the Manx legal profession.  It 
is still a noble calling.  The Society states that the Manx Bar consists of 
approximately 225 advocates.  Members of the Manx Bar deal with a wide range 
of matters including domestic and international matters, commercial and 
corporate matters and family and criminal matters.  The Society states that on 
the Isle of Man of the 35 legal practices 18 have 3 or fewer advocates and this 
grouping has particular difficulty in obtaining professional indemnity insurance 
cover.  Of the remaining practices it is stated that 5 practices have 4 advocates, 
3 have 5 advocates, 2 have 6 advocates and only 6 practices have 8 or more 
advocates.  The Society states that only one practice (Appleby) has more than 
20 advocates (in fact Appleby's evidence refers to Appleby having some 34 
advocates – see paragraph 7 of the witness statement of Mr Dowling dated 23 
December 2013).  The Society states that the make up of the Manx Bar has a 
“significant resonance on the Island where the Society's smaller firms 
traditionally undertake the “local” work, servicing the community needs, for 
example conducting criminal work, domestic conveyancing, matrimonial work 
and other non-corporate/international type work.” 
 
42.  As the President of the Family Division of the High Court of England and 
Wales Sir James Munby has recently said, dealing with the legal system, the 
common law and the rule of law principally in a family law context, in an address 
delivered in Middle Temple Hall on Friday 28 February 2014: 
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“We are all the inheritors of great traditions – the traditions of the common 
law and the Bar.  We – judges and [advocates] alike – are but the 
temporary custodians of something we have received on trust conferred on 
us by generations long gone and held by us for the benefit of generations 
as yet unborn and for centuries to come.  We cannot, we must not, betray 
that trust.  I know that there are siren voices, acting in good faith and in 
the conscientious belief that they are doing right… But we must take the 
long view.  We must be careful that we navigate the storm without ending 
up shipwrecked on the rocks … The role of the advocate is timeless. 
Advocates have been around for a very long time.  The challenges you 
face echo down the millennia …”.” 

 
3. Lord Dyson MR in The Globalisation of Law (6 November 2015) at paragraph 2 stated 

with some considerable force that: 
 

“The importance of maintaining a strong independent legal profession locally 
cannot be overstated; and a profession that is strong and independent locally is 
better equipped to operate effectively on the international stage.” 

 
4. Thomas LCJ in opening remarks made on 21 March 2017 stated: 

 
“11.  The same four pillars [(1) Expertise (2) Innovation (3) Law, and its much 
younger cousin, regulation (4) Ethics and integrity] underpin the law.  No 
amount of expertise, innovation or regulation can make the legal system work 
acceptably if ethics and integrity are not also present, constantly valued and 
encouraged.  We could not run a case well without them, let alone a system.  
 
12.   At the core are:  
 

(1)    The fostering of a vocation.  
 
(2)    A clear but simple code of ethical standards.  The spirit should triumph 

over the letter.  There must be an appreciation that ethical standards 
go beyond what is to be found in any code and the focus must be on 
professionalism.  

 
(3)   Proactive development and education in ethical standards from the 

start of a professional career. Senior leaders must instil this culture 
and set an example.  

 
(4)   A culture of adherence to those standards. In the courts, we can give 

effect to this culture through the duty owed by all who practise before 
the court - a duty which overrides any duty to the client. 

 
(5)  Accountability for adherence to those standards with clear 

transparency.  We have developed in the courts processes for 
explanatory accountability.  We will expose to public criticism those 
who fall below those standards; we have done this because we have 
found that disciplinary proceedings under regulation have not been as 
effective as they should and the courts cannot operate without the 
highest standards of integrity.  
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(6)  Public recognition and appreciation of those who abide by standards.  
It is those who act with integrity in performance of their duty who are 
trusted by the courts and by their professional colleagues.  They win 
the highest accolade – universal respect.  

 
(7)  The interaction of these actions provides the necessary incentives and 

the necessary deterrence.” 
 
The Advocate’s duty to assist the court 
 
5. In Willers v Gubay  (Appeal Division judgment 6 March 2013) it was stated: 

 
“60. ...  It is well established that advocates have a duty to assist the court (see 
rule 19(1) of the Advocates Practice Rules 2001) and to ensure that the relevant 
authorities are referred to the court (see Copeland v Smith [2001] WLR 1371 
applied in R v C judgment of Deemster Doyle delivered on the 10th December 
2003).” 

 
6. Rule 19(1) Advocates Practice Rules 2001: 
 

“Advocates have an overriding duty to the court to ensure, in the public interest, 
that the proper and efficient administration of justice is achieved; they must 
assist the court in justice and must not deceive or knowingly or recklessly 
mislead the court.” 

 
7. Rule 19(6) Advocates Practice Rules 2001: 

 
“An advocate must comply with any order of the Court which the Court can 
properly make, requiring the advocate or his firm to take or refrain from taking 
some particular course of action; equally an advocate is bound to honour an 
undertaking given to any Court or tribunal.” 

 
8. Rule 1.2(4) of the Rules of the High Court of Justice 2009: 
 

“The parties [and their advocates] are required to help the court to further the 
overriding objective [of enabling the High Court to deal with cases justly].” 

 
9. Deemster Gough in AM Personnel Limited v Salazar Consulting Limited and others 

(judgment delivered 12 November 2012) stated at paragraph 32: 
 

“The Court and the parties work together to secure justice ...” 
 
10. Judge of Appeal Hytner in Pilling v Department of Local Government and the 

Environment 1996-98 MLR 293 at 311 stated: 
 

“Of course, advocates must be fearless in pursuit of the client’s case.  The fact 
that a judge is not immediately receptive to an argument does not necessarily 
mean that it lacks merit, and if an advocate believes it to be arguable he or she 
is not only entitled, but has a duty to the client, to pursue it with vigour.  Where, 
however, the advocate knows that the point lacks merit, it is an abuse of the 
process of the court to pursue it simply to please the client and alleviate 
pressures emanating from him or her.” 
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11. Advocates should provide advice to their clients and as stressed by Brooke L J in 

Sayers v Clarke Walker (a firm) [2002] EWCA Civ 645 at paragraph 6: 
 

“… lawyers must do their work themselves and … they should not be able to 
depend on advice given to them by whoever is at the end of a telephone when 
they ring up … court office.” 

 
12. Geoffrey Ma, the Chief Justice of Hong Kong, during the ceremony for the admission 

of new senior counsel on 2 May 2015 stated: 
 

“Whatever the motives of those who come before the courts – whether social, 
economic or political – the lawyer, or more specifically, the advocate must at all 
times understand that he or she is serving the law first and foremost.  That is all 
that we lawyers should do and that is our duty.  All who go to the courts or take 
interest in the cases decided by the courts may wish for a particular result and 
often, people will wish for diametrically opposite results, but the constant that 
everyone is entitled to expect is that everything will be done strictly in 
accordance with the law, and her spirit, and nothing else.” 

 
13. Lord Hope (with whom Lady Hale, Lord Kerr, Lord Sumption and Lord Toulson agreed) 

in Kapri (AP) v The Lord Advocate [2013] UKSC 48 at paragraph 33 stated:  
 

“... [The Court’s] task will be greatly eased if, as there is every reason to expect 
from responsible counsel, the parties exchange and agree as much information 
as possible with a view to reducing to a minimum the need for any oral 
evidence.” 

 
14. Sir Peter Gross A View Across the System  (lecture 21 November 2012) at paragraph 

20: 
 

“Furthermore, trust between Bench and Bar has been a hallmark of our system.  
The knowledge that one will not be misled, permits judicial business to be 
conducted with an ease and expedition that would not otherwise be present.  It 
is founded on tradition and on the knowledge that an advocate’s duty to the 
Court ranks ahead even of the demands of his client (For the avoidance of 
doubt, such a duty does not at all conflict with the advocate’s duty fearlessly to 
represent his client).” 

 
 
15. Chief Justice Mason in Giannarelli v Wraith, Shulkes v Wraith  (1988) 165 CLR 543, 

556 stated: 
 

“... the course of litigation depends on the exercise by counsel of an 
independent discretion or judgment in the conduct and management of a case in 
which he has an eye, not only to his client’s success, but also to the speedy and 
efficient administration of justice.  In selecting and limiting the number of 
witnesses to be called, in deciding what questions will be asked in cross-
examination, what topics will be covered in address and what points of law will 
be raised, counsel exercises an independent judgment so that the time of the 
court is not taken up unnecessarily, notwithstanding that the client may wish to 
chase every rabbit down its burrow.  The administration of justice in our 
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adversarial system depends in very large measure on the faithful exercise by 
barristers of this independent judgment in the conduct and management of the 
case.” 

 
16. See D’Orta-Ekenaike v Victoria Legal Aid [2005] HCA 12 where the Australian High 

Court referred to the potential competition between the duties which an advocate 
owes to the court and the duty to the client.  The High Court stated this “assumes, 
wrongly, that the duties might conflict.  They do not; the duty to the court is 
paramount.”  McHugh J observed:  “In Australia, the barrister, like the solicitor, is an 
officer of the court, as indispensable to the administration of justice as the judge.” 

 
17. Lord Denning in Rondel v Worsley  [1966] 3 WLR 950 at 962 spoke of the advocate’s 

paramount duty to the court stating: 
 

“...  It is a mistake to suppose that he is the mouthpiece of his client to say what 
he wants, or his tool to do what he directs.  He is none of these things.  He 
owes allegiance to a higher cause.  It is the cause of truth and justice.  He must 
not consciously misstate the facts.  He must not knowingly conceal the truth.  He 
must not unjustly make a charge of fraud that is without evidence to support it.  
He must produce all the relevant authorities, even those that are against him.  
He must see that his client discloses ... the relevant documents even those that 
are fatal to his case.  He must disregard the most specific instructions of his 
client, if they conflict with his duty to the Court.” 
 

18. Lord Hoffmann in Arthur J S Hall v Simons [2002] 1 AC 615 at 686 stated: 
 

“Lawyers conducting litigation owe a divided loyalty.  They have a duty to their 
clients, but they may not win by whatever means.  They also owe a duty to the 
court and the administration of justice.  They may not mislead the court or allow 
the judge to take what they know to be a bad point in their favour.  They must 
cite all relevant law, whether for or against their case.  They may not make 
imputations of dishonesty unless they have been given the information to 
support them.  They should not waste time on irrelevancies even if the client 
thinks that they are important.  Sometimes the performance of these duties to 
the court may annoy the client …” 

 
19. On the advocate’s duty not to mislead the court see Attorney General v Sinel and 

Chiddicks [2015] JRCO49B at first instance before Commissioner Beloff and on appeal 
at [2015] JCA 192 judgment delivered on 7 October 2015. 
 

20. Bailiff Birt in the Jersey Royal Court in Re A 2012 (1) JLR 197 at 203, paragraph 22 
stated: 

 

“It is of the greatest importance to the administration of justice that members of 
the legal profession show the highest standards of honesty and integrity and do 
not behave in a manner liable to bring the profession into disrepute …” 

 
21. An advocate has a duty to ensure justice to the parties to the main proceedings 

despite a dispute with his client (e.g. as to outstanding fees) which is subordinate to 
the main proceedings.  The court may direct that client files are transferred to a new 
lawyer (Cunningham v Sinels 2011 JLR 54). 
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R v C 
 
22. The following are extracts from R v C  (Deemster Doyle’s judgment 10 December 

2003) which should be read in light of the developing Codes, Rules and jurisprudence 
in this area of the law: 

 
“General: 
The duties of an advocate to the court 
 
11.  This may be a useful opportunity to re-iterate the duties of advocates to the 
court.  Experienced advocates do not need to be reminded of their duties to the 
court by a Second Deemster appointed as recently as March of this year but it 
may nevertheless be of some assistance if I make some general observations 
regarding the duties of advocates to the court from my perspective as Second 
Deemster. 
 
12.  In the Isle of Man the starting point must be Rule 19(1) of the Advocates' 
Practice Rules 2001 which came into operation on the 1st June 2001.  Rule 19 
deals with Advocacy and Rule 19(1) provides as follows: 

 
“Advocates have an overriding duty to the court to ensure, in the public 
interest, that the proper and efficient administration of justice is achieved; 
they must assist the court in justice and must not deceive or knowingly or 
recklessly mislead the court”. 

 
13.  Rule 19 confirms the overriding duty of an advocate to the court to ensure 
in the public interest that the proper and efficient administration of justice is 
achieved. 
 
14.  Rule 21 deals with the application of the Bar Council and the English Law 
Society Codes.  It is indicated that unless there is a conflict with the Advocates' 
Practice Rules 2001 or with an Isle of Man statute or decision of the courts of 
the Isle of Man in the construction or interpretation or the practice rules, 
reference shall be made to the provisions contained in the Guide to Professional 
Conduct of Solicitors of England and Wales and the Code of Conduct of the Bar 
of England and Wales and such provisions will be applicable and shall be 
followed unless they arise out of some statutory obligation or duty imposed upon 
Solicitors or Barristers in England and Wales which does not apply to advocates. 
 
15.  An advocate when conducting proceedings in court 

 
(a) is personally responsible for the conduct and presentation of his case 

and must exercise personal judgment on the substance and purpose 
of statements made and questions asked; 

 
(b) must not unless invited to do so by the court or when appearing 

before a tribunal where it is his duty to do so assert a personal 
opinion of the facts or the law; 

 
(c) must ensure that the court is informed of all relevant decisions and 

legislative provisions of which he is aware whether the effect is 
favourable or unfavourable towards the contention for which he 
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argues. In this respect the comments of Buxton L.J. in Copeland v 
Smith [2001] WLR 1371 should be emphasised as should the 
advocate’s duty to keep up to date with recent authority in their field 
of practice and the advocate’s duty to refer relevant authorities to 
the court. 

 
Buxton L.J. at page 1372 stated as follows: 

  
“Although the matter does not arise for decision because it is 
now conceded.  I cannot draw back from expressing my very 
great concern that the judge was permitted by those 
professional advocates to approach the matter as if it were free 
from authority when there was a recently reported case in this 
court directly on the point, which was reported not in some 
obscure quarter but in the official law reports.  It is, of course, 
not only extremely discourteous to the judge not to inform him 
properly about the law, but it has also been extremely wasteful 
of time and money in this case, because not only did the judge 
have to deal with the matter but it has also formed an issue in 
the appeal to this court..  I have, I fear, to say that the 
advocates who appeared below did not discharge their duty 
properly to the court in that they apparently failed to be aware 
of the existence of that authority”. 

 
Brooke L.J. agreed with Buxton L.J. and stressed that advocates 
appearing before the court should give judges up to date assistance 
on the law adding:- 

 
“In these circumstances it is quite essential for advocates who 
hold themselves out as competent to practice in a particular field 
to bring and keep themselves up to date with recent authority in 
their field”. 

 
The English and Manx systems of justice have always been 
dependent on the quality of the assistance that advocates give to the 
court. Brooke L.J. emphasised: 

 
“It is, of course, the duty of an advocate under the English 
system of justice to draw the Judge’s attention to authorities 
which are in point, even if they are adverse to that advocate’s 
case”. 

 
(d) must bring any procedural irregularity to the attention of the court 

during the hearing and not reserve such matter to be raised on 
appeal; 

 
(e) must not make a submission which he does not consider to be 

properly arguable; 
 
(f) must not make statements or ask questions which are merely 

scandalous or intended or calculated only to vilify, insult or annoy 
either a witness or some other person; 
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(g) must if possible avoid the naming in open court of third parties 

whose character would be impugned; 
 

(h) must not by assertion in a speech impugn a witness whom he has 
had an opportunity to cross-examine unless in cross-examination he 
has given the witness an opportunity to answer the allegation; 

 
(i) must not suggest that a victim, witness or other person is guilty of 

crime, fraud or misconduct or make any defamatory aspersion on the 
conduct of any other person or attribute to another person the crime 
or conduct of which his client is accused unless such allegations go 
to a matter in issue (including: the credibility of the witness) which is 
material to the client 's case and appear to him to be supported by 
reasonable grounds; 

 
(j) must actively assist the court and the administration and interests of 

justice insofar as the advocate is able to do so. 
 

16.  Advocates should not in the normal course of events withdraw from a case 
in such a way or in such circumstances that the client may be unable to find 
other legal assistance in time to prevent prejudice being suffered by the client or 
indeed the administration of justice generally. 
 
17.  Advocates must in all their professional activities be courteous and act 
promptly, conscientiously, diligently and with reasonable competence and take 
all reasonable and practicable steps to avoid unnecessary expense or waste of 
the court’s time. 
 
18.  Advocates should also stand up to Deemsters who they think are wrong.  
The comments of Hytner, JA. in the case of Clucas v Clucas 1981-83 MLR 5 are 
worth repeating: 

 
“… judges should in any event not be sensitive to criticism.  The very 
presence in most jurisdictions, of a court of appeal is a constant reminder 
to the public and to judges that mistakes from judges are in fact 
expected. 
 
Thirdly, advocates should always stand up to judges, and it is their duty 
to do so ..... if a judge is sensitive which he ought not to be then it is 
nevertheless the duty of the advocate to stand up to him.  This is the 
strength of having an independent Bar or an independent advocate; the 
liberty of the subject depends upon a strong and independent-minded 
advocate, when it is his duty to do so, standing up to a judge, and 
embarrassment should not prevent him from so doing”. 

 
19.  Fortunately there are a great deal of independently-minded advocates on 
the Island.  It is also clearly important for the administration of justice on the 
Island that there are a sufficient number of local advocates who undertake 
family work and criminal defence work.  Without the considerable efforts of 
those advocates who undertake that work the administration of justice on this 
Island would suffer.  I am very grateful to those advocates who do undertake 
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that work and who fulfil their duties both to their clients and also their duties to 
the court as officers of the court. A great deal of that work is done on legal aid 
and some of it is done on a pro bono basis and the court is grateful to those 
advocates who assist in this respect. 

 
20.  It is important for the Isle of Man to have a strong and independent Manx 
Bar which serves the requirements of the local and international community.  I 
am confident that the Isle of Man Law Society will ensure that there are 
sufficient advocates available to enable family law matters and criminal law 
matters to progress fairly and efficiently through the courts and to facilitate the 
administration of justice on the Island generally. 

 
Legal Literature on the topic 
 
21.  David Pannick QC in his book Advocates (1992) reviews the duties of 
advocates to the court in various jurisdictions at pages 105-14 and 121-5.  
Pannick at page 105 stresses that an advocate "has important responsibilities to 
the court as well as to his client".  He is, thought Lord Justice Singleton, “a 
helper in the administration of justice” whose task it is to assist in reaching “a 
proper result in the dispute between the parties” (Beevis v Dawson [1957] 1 QB 
195,201).  He has, according to Lord Pearce, a duty to use the weapons of 
advocacy “in the pursuit of justice and to elucidate the truth in the public 
interest with an approach which is as biased in favour of his client’s contentions 
as public considerations allow” (Rondel v Worsley [1969] 1 A.C. 191, 274).  For 
Lord Longdale the “zeal and arguments of every counsel, knowing what is due to 
himself and his honourable profession are qualified not only by considerations 
affecting his own character as a man of honour, experience and learning. but 
also by considerations affecting the general interests of justice” (Hutchinson v 
Stephens (1837) 1 Keen 659, 668). Chief Justice Cardozo believed that the 
advocate has been “received into that ancient fellowship for something more 
than private gain. He becomes an officer of the court and, like the court itself, 
an instrument or agency to advance the ends of justice” (People ex rel Karlin v 
Culkin 162 NE 487, 489: 1928).  Lord Morris felt that “to a certain extent every 
advocate is an amicus curiae (friend of the court)” Rondel v Worsley [1969] 1 AC 
191, 247). 

 
22.  The duty to the court must, as Lord Denning explained, be performed 
notwithstanding “the wishes of the client, no matter how pressing and no matter 
how high the fee” (Saif Ali v Sydney Mitchell & Co (a firm) [1978] QB 95, 103).  
 
23.  Lord Reid thought that there was no doubt that the “vast majority of 
counsel put their public duty before the apparent interests of their clients” 
(Rondel v Worsley) [1969] 1 AC 191, 228). 

 
24.  Pannick concludes at page 121 as follows: 

 
“It will therefore be appreciated that advocates have substantial duties to 
the court which may override the duty to their client.” 

 
25.  There is a useful article in volume 114 in the Law Quarterly Review January 
1998 entitled Lawyers Duties to the Court by the Honourable D A Ipp a Justice of 
the Supreme Court of Western Australia. The article sets out the duties of an 
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advocate to the court and deals with the relevant case law in a number of 
jurisdictions. 
 
26.  Reference should also be made to a collection of material gathered together 
by Ross Cranston and published under the title Legal Ethics and Professional 
Responsibility (1995). 

 
Duties of disclosure in criminal and civil matters 
 
27.  It is beyond the scope of this judgment to deal with the advocate's duties of 
disclosure in criminal and civil matters.  Indeed it would be dangerous to do so 
without hearing full legal argument which would no doubt have included 
references to authorities such as Judith Theresa Ward (1993) 96 Cr. App. R. 1; 
A.G. v Tully (Crim 2002/20 judgment 2nd July 2003); Vernon v Bosley (No 2) 
(C.A. ) [1999] Q.B. 18: and Meek v Fleming [1961] 2 Q.B. 366. 
 
General duties of prosecuting advocates 

 
28.  It is also beyond the scope of this judgment to deal with the general duties 
of prosecuting advocates. Suffice to say it is well known that prosecutors are to 
regard themselves as ministers of justice and not struggle for a conviction.  The 
prosecution must present the case fairly and completely.  I also note the 
provisions of Rule 19(9) of the Advocates' Practice Rules 2001 which provide 
that when prosecuting a criminal case, every advocate must ensure that 
although every material point is made which supports the prosecution, the 
evidence must be presented dispassionately and with scrupulous fairness. 
 
Previous Manx judgments 
 
29.  The position of advocates and their duties to the court has been considered 
over the years on a number of occasions in previous Manx judgments. 

 
30.  For example in Lewis v Catchpole 1978-80 MLR 419 the Staff of Government 
Division (Deemster Luft and Hytner, J.A.) insisted upon a proper amendment to 
the pleadings and indicated that there was a duty on counsel to see that the 
record was kept in order.   Hytner J.A. at page 423: 

 
“Now whilst neither member of this court will ever countenance silly 
technical points taken upon the pleadings, because that clearly is not in 
the interests of justice for the litigants, this court wishes it to be known 
that in the experience of the First Deemster, which is somewhat longer 
than my own, pleadings in this Island have become a little too slack. 
Pleadings should be given a little more attention and therefore in this 
case we invited counsel for the respondent in the opening of the appeal 
to state what he wished to do, whether he wished to fight upon the old 
pleadings, which we indicated would produce immediate defeat, or 
whether he wished to have leave to amend, and he accepted our 
invitation and he sought leave to amend paragraph 4 of the particulars 
...” 

 

31.  In Potts v Hewison 1978-80 MLR 159 the Staff of Government Division 
(Deemster Luft and Glidewell, J.A.) held that it was the responsibility of counsel 
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dealing with an appeal to ensure that when the print is lodged and the appeal 
entered for hearing the whole of the necessary documentation has been put into 
order and that the appeal really is ready for hearing.  Glidewell J.A. stated at 
page 176: 

 
“Before I go onto consider that matter the court wishes to say this, that it 
is really quite unsatisfactory to be in a position where almost until the 
end of the hearing of an appeal, the order against which the appeal is 
brought has not been drawn up or put before the court. The 
responsibility for this lies, it seems to the court, entirely with counsel. It is 
the responsibility of counsel dealing with an appeal to ensure that when 
the print is lodged and the appeal is entered for hearing, the whole of the 
necessary documentation has been put into order and that the appeal 
really is genuinely ready for hearing. The court would have been perfectly 
justified in saying it would not proceed with this appeal and if it had done 
that it might well have said that any wasted costs should be borne by 
one or both firms of advocates.  It did not think it right to do that 
because the court is convened specifically to hear this appeal and it 
therefore went on to hear it.  But the court hopes that due note has been 
taken of what is said about this particular matter and that it will not 
happen again”. 

 

32.  In the case of Kingdon v Isle of Man Water and Gas Authority 1981-83 MLR 
59 the Staff of Government Division (Deemster Corrin and Hytner, J.A.) held that 
the absence of a proper note of the judgment of the court below had caused 
some difficulty and counsel should be reminded that, if no shorthand writer or 
tape recording facilities were available to provide a proper transcript, they had a 
duty to take full note of the oral judgment for the use of the appeal court.  
Hytner J.A. at page 66: 
 

“Apparently this is a custom that has been followed with some laxity in 
the last few years and I know that the Second Deemster and indeed the 
First Deemster would join with me in reminding advocates that it is their 
duty to take such a note”. 

 
33.  In Benson v Argyll Stores Limited 1984-86 MLR 132 it was held that it was 
wrong for witnesses who were to give corroborative evidence for the defendant 
to be allowed by counsel to sit together in open court throughout the plaintiff’s 
testimony and although the manager had the right to be in court as the 
defendant's representative counsel should have ensured that the assistant 
manageress did not hear the plaintiff’s evidence.  His Honour Deemster Corrin at 
page 137 

 
“It is difficult enough for a court to determine the truth in cases without 
witnesses who are to give corroborative evidence being given the 
opportunity of comparing notes with the evidence of the plaintiff and I 
want to make it quite clear that in my view it is the duty of both counsel to 
ensure that witnesses who are to give corroborative evidence should not 
be permitted to hear the plaintiff’s evidence.” 

 
34.  In Anglo International Holdings Limited v Cashandale Limited 1993-95 MLR 
83 the Staff of Government Division (Deemster Callow and Leveson Acting, J.A.) 
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held that it was not satisfactory that the original hearing had been so spread out 
in time. Although there was no criticism of the parties in the case as a general 
rule parties and their legal advisers owe the court an obligation to estimate the 
probable length of any hearing as accurately as possible and to ensure that all 
the necessary evidence was available for that hearing. 
 
35.  In Anglo International Holdings v Cashendale Limited 1996-98 MLR 8 the 
Staff of Government Division (Deemster Cain and Hytner, J.A.) again considered 
the duties of advocates to the court.  The Judge of Appeal reminded advocates 
that they had a duty to the court as well as to their clients and that an 
unfounded allegation of bias against a judge is a breach of that duty as is any 
attempt at “forum shopping”. 

 
36.  The Judge of Appeal also reminds advocates that they should expect judges 
to interrupt them during submissions.  Hytner J.A. at page 16: 

 
“It is utterly pointless for a judge to remain silent during those submissions 
– whether of fact or law.  As I have already indicated, silence would result 
in an advocate’s not knowing the issues on which he (or she) ought to 
concentrate his or her fire ... It also follows from the oral tradition that 
during submissions a judge may – indeed, often ought to - disclose his 
provisional views on both law and facts.  It cannot be emphasised too 
strongly that such disclosure is no evidence of bias or the appearance of 
bias. Furthermore, in the forensic shorthand adopted in courtroom 
exchanges, a judge frequently omits specific reference to a view being 
provisional, since that is - or ought to be - taken as read.  Even the 
common: “Well, that's not right”, to a submission of law does not reflect a 
closed mind, but a strong provisional view which invites argument to the 
contrary”. 
 

37.  In the case of Pilling v Department of Local Government and the 
Environment and Sinden 1996-98 MLR 293 the Staff of Government Division 
(Hytner J.A. and Acting Deemster Sauvain) held that it was undesirable for an 
advocate to have a client sitting beside him in court, on a bench which should be 
reserved for advocates and litigants in person, giving instructions during the 
hearing: since it was possible that the pressure could cloud or erode the 
advocate's judgment and thus create a risk of wasting the court’s time with 
ineffective arguments.  Hytner, J.A. at page 311 

 
“... it is nevertheless essential that advocates do not permit their own 
judgment to be clouded or eroded by client pressure. I assume that in this 
particular case the right advice was given and I say no more about that.  
However, for an advocate personally conducting a case in court to have 
the client sitting next to him is bound to increase pressure on him and 
such pressure is likely to cloud or erode his judgment; we therefore 
deplore the presence of a lay client on a bench which ought to be reserved 
for advocates and litigants in person, and the practice to the contrary 
should cease forthwith. 

 

Further, where the client is so placed as to enable him or her to give 
instructions about the hearing (for example on the bench immediately 
behind the advocate) it is essential that the advocate's brain, experience 
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and judgment act as filters to avoid the time of the court being wasted by 
wholly unmeritorious arguments. 
 
Of course, advocates must be fearless in pursuit of the client's case. The 
fact that a judge is not immediately receptive to an argument does not 
necessarily mean that it lacks merit; and if an advocate believes it to be 
arguable he or she is not only entitled but has a duty to the client to 
pursue it with vigour.  Where, however, the advocate knows that the point 
lacks merit, it is an abuse of the process of the court to pursue it simply to 
please the client and alleviate pressures emanating from him or her.” 

 

38.  Kelly v R 2001-03 MLR note 18 the Staff of Government Division (Deemster 
Cain and Tattersall J.A.) held that the prosecution had a duty to draw the 
judge's attention to any failure to give an adequate direction on the law and the 
judge is, to some extent, entitled to rely on this assistance being available to 
him.  There is also reference in that case to the extent of the duty on the 
defence in such circumstances. 
 
39.  There is also a series of judgments dealing with the difficulties encountered 
in respect of advocates acting in conveyancing matters. For example Morgan v 
Simkiss 1987-89 MLR 198; Christian v Redmond  1984-86 MLR 79 and Franklyn v 
Dickinson, Cruickshank &  Co 1984-86 MLR 99. 
 
40.  It can be seen therefore that from time to time this court and the Staff of 
Government Division has endeavoured to provide guidance to advocates in 
respect of their duties generally and their duties to the court.” 
 

Seeking to withdraw from a case 
 
23. R v C concerned an application by an advocate who was seeking to be released as an 

advocate on record.  In Prest v Petrodel (judgment 11 December 2015) the Appeal 
Division stated: 
 

“11.  Mr Peterson sought an “order under Rule 7.91 of the Rules of the High 
Court of Justice 2009 declaring that MannBenham Advocates Limited and 
advocates Miles Benham and James Peterson have ceased to be the advocates 
for Michael Jenseabla Prest.” 
 
12.  Rule 7.91(1) of the Rules of the High Court of Justice 2009 (the “2009 
Rules”) provides that an advocate may apply for an order declaring that he has 
ceased to be the advocate acting for a party.  It does not automatically follow 
that, simply because an application has been filed, it will be granted, or if 
granted that it will be granted unconditionally. 
 
13.  Rule 7.91(2) of the 2009 Rules provides that when an application is made 
under Rule 7.91 (a) notice of the application must be given to the party for 
whom the advocate is acting, unless the court directs otherwise; and (b) the 
application must be supported by evidence. 
… 
 
15.  We have set out the communications in chronological order in some detail 
as it is important to consider the belated application to be released in its proper 
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context.  Mr Peterson filed redacted documents and those parts that were 
redacted have not, of course, been set out in this judgment. Other parts which 
were left open have been.  They do not reveal any confidential or sensitive 
information.  They simply provide cogent evidence of the many opportunities to 
file the application for release and the long delay before the application was 
finally made.  The communications were relevant to the exercise of our 
discretion. 
 
16.  As can be seen from the review of the communications from 28 August 
2015 between the Appellant and MannBenham Advocates Limited Mr Peterson 
could, and should, have put the application for release before the court well 
before the date of the hearing of the appeal, which by order made on 5 October 
2015 was specified as 11 November 2015.  Procrastination by advocates or their 
clients has no place in the modern litigation culture post the 2009 Rules.  This 
court was concerned that it should not be inappropriately “bounced” into 
granting an otherwise unjustified adjournment of the hearing of the appeal 
simply because of the late filing of an application to be released.  In the event, 
there was no application presented by the Appellant, or Mr Peterson on the 
Appellant’s behalf, for the hearing of the application for an extension of time to 
be adjourned to a date after 11 November 2015. 
 
17.  We heard the application for release in the absence of the Respondent with 
the consent of Mr Brooks.  We did not hear argument on the point as to whether 
the other side may be present at the hearing of a release application and we 
leave this point open for argument and determination in another case if and 
when the point arises again.  
 
18.  When considering an application for an advocate to be released as the 
advocate on the court record the court, before granting it, must be satisfied that 
there are good reasons for granting it.  Normally a persistent and long-standing 
failure of a client to pay advocates would amount to a good reason provided the 
advocate has done all he reasonably could to sort out the funding issues.  Where 
however the application is based on a failure to pay invoices over a considerable 
period of time, but the application is only made shortly before a hearing is due 
to commence, advocates should not be surprised if, in the interests of justice, 
the court refuses the application and requires the advocates to remain on record 
to assist the court in the efficient administration of justice.  
 
19.  Where an application for release is made in good time but the court is not 
satisfied that there are good reasons to grant it, it may refuse to grant the 
application.  It may simply dismiss the application or it may adjourn the 
application to give time for further steps to be taken to try and resolve the 
issues between the client and the advocate.  
 
20.  In any event, applications for release must be made in good time and not 
left so late that they may impact adversely upon the administration of justice.  In 
this case the funding issues dated back to well before August 2015 and the filing 
of the application for release was left until Monday 9 November 2015 at 15:07 
with the hearing of an application for an extension of time to appeal, and if such 
application was successful the appeal itself due to commence on Wednesday 11 
November 2015 at 10:00.  It appeared that the client was in Nigeria and would 
have had difficulty in travelling to the Isle of Man at short notice.  Applications 
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for leave to be released should not be left until the 59th minute of the 11th 
hour, and if they are advocates should not be surprised if they are dismissed and 
they are subject to judicial criticism for their failure as officers of the court to 
fulfil their overriding duty of assisting the court in the efficient administration of 
justice.  
 
21.  The main thrust of Mr Peterson’s oral submissions in support of his 
application to be released was to the effect that, as he had not been paid he 
was entitled to terminate his relationship with the client and he should not be 
forced to continue to act for the client and to incur what may turn out to be 
irrecoverable costs. 
 
22. If Mr Peterson had filed the application for release a reasonable time (say in 
this case some 4-6 weeks) in advance of the hearing we would have had much 
more sympathy with him, but he did not.  If it had been made in good time the 
immediate granting of it may not have had the potential detriment to the 
administration of justice that existed in this case.  Mr Peterson however chose to 
file it approximately one working day before this expedited appeal was due to be 
heard.  This left insufficient time for the Appellant to engage new legal 
representation or to travel over to the Island for the hearing and attend as a 
litigant in person.  In leaving the filing so late Mr Peterson threatened to derail 
the hearing and cause a vacation of the hearing which was not in the interests 
of justice.  
 
23.  Mr Peterson accepted that if there had been a significant reduction in the 
outstanding fees due to his firm prior to the hearing he would have had no 
difficulty in continuing to act.  Mr Peterson also realistically accepted that his 
fees for continuing to be present during the hearing of the appeal and to assist 
the court in the determination of the appeal were insignificant when looked at in 
the context of the approximately £30,000 which remained outstanding.  
 
24.  As has been stressed in a number of cases (see for example R v C 2003-05 
MLR N 16 Deemster Doyle's judgment of 10 December 2003 and Willers v Gubay 
2013 MLR 130 Appeal Division judgment 6 March 2013 at paragraph 60) and as 
is outlined at rule 19(1) of the Advocates' Practice Rules 2001: 
 

“Advocates have an overriding duty to the court to ensure, in the public 
interest, that the proper and efficient administration of justice is achieved; 
they must assist the Court in justice and must not deceive or knowingly or 
recklessly mislead the Court.” 
 

25. The note in the Manx Law Reports in respect of R v C reads as follows: 
 

“The court will be reluctant to release an advocate from acting for his client, 
especially when a vulnerable litigant is involved, alternative legal 
representation has not been arranged, and the court, in the interests of 
justice, requires continuing assistance from the advocate on record. 
 
An advocate owes obligations both to the court and his client, and cannot 
simply abandon a client because of difficulties getting instructions, arranging 
appointments, or pursuing legal aid applications.” 
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26.  R v C, a case which arose prior to the coming into force of the 2009 Rules, 
concerned the future of a 3 year old boy.  His mother, the respondent, was a 
young woman of 17 years of age.  The advocate on record for the respondent 
had applied to be released “due to the fact that the Respondent has failed to 
produce the requested documentation for the Respondent to obtain Legal Aid.” 
In the particular circumstances of that case the application was granted on 10 
December 2003.  The hearing was set for 18 and 19 February 2004.  The 
application had been made in good time.  The respondent had plenty of time to 
instruct another advocate or to make arrangements to attend the hearing in 
person.  There was no risk of the hearing being vacated due to a late application 
for release. 
 
27.  In R v C Deemster Doyle made the following general comments in respect 
of applications by advocates to be released from the record: 
 

“5.  Advocates should not assume that if they present applications to the 
court to be released as advocates acting on the record that these will 
automatically be granted.  They will not, especially where vulnerable 
litigants are involved and alternative legal representation has not been 
arranged and where the court, in the interests of justice, requires continuing 
assistance from the advocate on record. 
 
6.  When an advocate takes on a case on behalf of a client he owes certain 
professional obligations to that client and he also owes a duty to the court 
as an officer of the court.  An advocate cannot drop a client or walk away 
from a matter or abandon a client at the first sign of difficulties whether 
those difficulties are difficulties in getting instructions or in a client keeping 
appointments or in progressing a legal aid application or other such 
difficulties. It is entirely appreciated that clients frequently present 
advocates with challenges and difficulties.  Once an advocate accepts a 
client and goes on record with the court either through correspondence or 
an appearance in court, however, he owes obligations to the client and to 
the court in respect of that matter … 
 
9.  The courts benefit from litigants being represented by advocates.  
Litigants in person if they are young, immature, inexperienced and lacking in 
legal training and are facing stressful proceedings which involve their young 
child need the benefit of legal representation.  It is not in their interests nor 
is it in the interests of justice for those individuals to be abandoned and left 
without representation no matter how unhelpful they have been.  I entirely 
appreciate that such clients may when faced with difficulties endeavour to 
“bury their head in the sand” and it will take patience, maturity and high 
standards of professionalism on behalf of the advocate to endeavour to 
persuade the client to face up to the issues, to attend appointments and to 
progress the matter.  That will often involve the advocate in considerable 
time and trouble but the advocate is a professional after all and the 
advocate's duty is to assist clients and to assist the court. 
 
10.  The primary overriding duty of the advocate is to the court and as I say 
it is not satisfactory for advocates to endeavour to abandon their clients at 
the first sign of trouble or because acting for that client is inconvenient or 
unpleasant for the advocate.” 
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28.  At paragraph 12 of the judgment in R v C rule 19(1) of the Advocates’ 
Practice Rules 2001 was referred to and at paragraph 13 it was stated that: 
 

“Rule 19 confirms the overriding duty of an advocate to the court to ensure 
in the public interest that the proper and efficient administration of justice is 
achieved.” 

 
29.  Mr Peterson did not appear to have that overriding duty to the court at the 
forefront of his mind during his oral submissions at the hearing on 11 November 
2015.  In our judgment it was desirable, for the proper and efficient 
determination of the application for an extension of time and the appeal, for Mr 
Peterson to remain on record and for him to fulfil his overriding duty to assist 
the court in that respect even though he may remain unpaid for a maximum of 
three hours' work during his attendance at the hearing.  
 
30.  We endeavoured to make it plain to Mr Peterson after the hearing and 
rejection of the application for an extension of time that once any ancillary and 
consequential matters had been dealt with he could, by email, renew his 
application for release and the court would consider it administratively and it 
may well be at that stage Mr Peterson would be pushing at an open door and 
would then be released. 
 
31.  It was for these reasons that we refused the application for release and 
required Mr Peterson to stay on the record and remain in court to assist the 
court in the determination of the application for an extension of time, and if the 
extension was necessary and was granted the appeal itself.  
 
32.  Mr Peterson was offered and took a short adjournment to finalise his 
preparations.  Mr Peterson returned to the court later that morning and 
presented oral submissions in support of the application for an extension of time. 
Those submissions also covered the merits of the appeal.  Mr Peterson had 
already filed a detailed 11 page skeleton argument dated 16 October 2015 with 
some 13 authorities in his bundle of authorities.  We are grateful to Mr Peterson 
for his continuing assistance in discharge of his duty to his client and his 
overriding duty to this court.  He was clearly very familiar with the case and said 
everything that could be said on the Appellant's behalf.”  

 
24. Advocates should take care before seeking to withdraw from a case.  See Part 7 

Chapter 10 Rules 7.89 to 7.92 of the Rules of the High Court of Justice 2009 in respect 
of “Change of Advocate”.  In Lesage v The Mauritius Commercial Bank Ltd  [2012] 
UKPC 41 at paragraph 18 the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council saw fit to make 
the following points: 

 
“18. The Board is concerned that Mr Stephen should have thought that his 
professional obligation was to withdraw merely because his advice about 
settlement was rejected.  This approach would in many cases unreasonably 
deprive a party of his right to be represented when he had greater confidence in 
his case on the facts than his counsel did.  It is a not uncommon experience that 
counsel’s advice is not accepted and the client’s position in refusing to accept it 
is later vindicated by the outcome of the trial.  The circumstances in which it 
would be appropriate for counsel to withdraw from the case because his advice 
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has been rejected should be confined to those where a client’s rejection of 
advice and insistence that the case proceed would amount to an abuse of the 
court’s process.” 

 
25. Deemster Corlett in K and C v DHSS (judgment 9 April 2015) referred at paragraph 10 

to the need for a party and her advocates to sort any funding issues out. 
 
Assistance to the court 
 
26. Even before the modern rules in respect of proactive and robust case management 

there were judicial comments stressing the need for the parties and advocates to 
assist the court in the determination of the issues before the court.  For example in 
Ashmore v Corp of Lloyds [1992] 1 WLR 446 Lord Templeman at page 453 stated: 

 
“The parties and particularly their legal advisers in any litigation are under a duty 
to co-operate with the court by chronological, brief and consistent pleadings 
which define the issues and leave the judge to draw his own conclusions about 
the merits when he hears the case.  It is the duty of counsel to assist the judge 
by simplification and concentration and not to advance a multitude of ingenious 
arguments in the hope that out of 10 bad points the judge will be capable of 
fashioning a winner.  In nearly all cases the correct procedure works perfectly 
well. But there has been a tendency in some cases for legal advisers, pressed by 
their clients, to make every point conceivable and inconceivable without 
judgment or discrimination.  In Banque Keyser Ullmann S.A. v. Skandia (U.K.) 
Insurance Co. Ltd. [1991] 2 A.C. 249, 280, I warned against proceedings in 
which all or some of the litigants indulge in over- elaboration causing difficulties 
to judges at all levels in the achievement of a just result.  I also said that the 
appellate court should be reluctant to entertain complaints about a judge who 
controls the conduct of proceedings and limits the time and scope of evidence 
and argument.  So too, where a judge, for reasons which are not plainly wrong 
makes an interlocutory decision or makes a decision in the course of a trial the 
decision should be respected by the parties and if not respected should be 
upheld by an appellate court unless the judge was plainly wrong.  The Court of 
Appeal in the instant case did not comment upon and apparently therefore found 
nothing remarkable in the points of claim or the length of the plaintiffs’ opening 
or in the prospect of protracted oral evidence and interminable submissions 
based on that oral evidence.  The judge thought he would be assisted by an 
early deliberation of issues of law, whatever the result of that consideration. He 
deserved support. In his judgment in the Court of Appeal Ralph Gibson L.J. 
recorded that the plaintiffs had resisted the application to Gatehouse J. by 
Lloyd’s for a determination of preliminary issues on many grounds in addition to 
the two specific grounds of objection to which I have referred. Mr. Lyndon-
Stanford repeated the arguments in the Court of Appeal and, as Ralph Gibson 
L.J. remarked:  

 
“He claimed in particular that it was wrong thus to take the conduct of the 
proceedings out of the hands of the plaintiffs and thereby to disappoint the 
plaintiffs in their legitimate expectation that the trial would proceed to a 
conclusion upon the evidence to be adduced.”  
 

Ralph Gibson L.J. thought that there was “considerable force in those 
submissions.”  My Lords, I disagree; the control of the proceedings rests with 
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the judge and not with the plaintiffs.  An expectation that the trial would 
proceed to a conclusion upon the evidence to be adduced is not a legitimate 
expectation.  The only legitimate expectation of any plaintiff is to receive justice. 
Justice can only be achieved by assisting the judge and accepting his rulings”. 

  
27. Lord Hoffmann in Lebon v Aqua Salt Co Limited (Privy Council judgment delivered 4 

February 2009) at paragraph 20 stated: 
 

“ … In fact their Lordships regrettably feel bound to record that neither they nor 
the Supreme Court received from the respective counsel representing the 
appellant the assistance they were entitled to expect”. 

 
28. Lord Wilson in Bromfield v Bromfield [2015] UKPC 19 at paragraph 26 stated: 

 
“… neither Brooks J nor the Court of Appeal appears to have received from the 
advocates the assistance that each deserved …” 
 

29. In Red River UK Ltd v Sheikh (The Times Law Report 5 May 2009) the English Court of 
Appeal stressed that the parties were under a duty to inform the court of a 
compromise of an appeal before the hearing so that unnecessary costs were not 
incurred and court time wasted.  The courts’ resources were not limitless and should 
be used in a manner proportionate to the issues before the court.  If they were not 
the parties could be penalised in costs.  See Nandrame v Ramsaran [2015] UKPC 20 in 
respect of advocate’s authority to enter into a binding settlement on behalf of a client. 

 
30. Do not leave the court with “yawning gaps”.  McLure JA in Radivole Pelemis v The 

State of Western Australia [2009] WASCA 151 at page 5 stated: 
 
“Counsel’s submissions in support of the proposed amended ground did not 
travel beyond assertions unsupported by principle or authority. It was left to the 
court to fill the yawning gaps”. 

 
31. Advocates are under a positive duty not to mislead the court.  Deemster Moran in the 

KFG Companies case (judgment 25 April 2013) stated: 
 
“20... The Court was being misled in the smooth presentation of this situation as 
being nothing more than a storm in a teacup and a perfectly normal and 
acceptable mode of proceeding. I have moved to Singapore, not to cloud cuckoo 
land. I of course do not know where the impetus for such an obdurate, 
unreasonable and improper stance and procedure comes from – clients in 
Russia, lawyers in Russia, London or the Isle of Man, but wherever it may 
emanate from, nothing like it is to be presented again.” 

 
32. In Harding v Officeholder (judgment 19 June 2013) I touched upon the duties of those 

holding public office and at paragraph 35 stated: 
  

“35. The need for open justice and the disclosure of the identity of the 
Officeholder in this case easily prevailed over any subjective fears of "personal, 
professional or public criticism".  Those public officials who authorise criminal 
prosecutions should not fear "personal, professional or public criticism".  Such 
potential criticism goes with the territory such officials willingly inhabit. Attorney 
Generals, Government Advocates, persons who authorise prosecutions and 
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persons who preside over criminal proceedings may all be subjected to criticism 
(on occasions ill-informed).  They should not fear criticism.  They must be 
accountable and their identities must be publicly known.  They should just get 
on with their jobs to the best of their abilities without fear of criticism.  They can 
do no more than that and their public duty requires them to perform their 
functions without fear of criticism.  It is interesting to note that the oath of 
Attorney General states that the Attorney will "faithfully, justly, truly, without 
favour or affection, dread or fear, envy or malice, and without respect to love or 
gain, kindred or friendship, consanguinity or affinity" perform his duties as 
required by the law.  Those who are delegated to perform the duties of the 
Attorney General in his absence or during his inability to perform them should 
not fear “personal, professional or public criticism””. 

 
33. Deemster Corlett in Future Loans Limited v Wright (judgment 17 December 2015) 

touched upon the need to consider whether an application to the court is necessary 
where at paragraph 1 of the judgment he stated: 
 

“… It goes without saying that applications to the court should only be made 
when they are absolutely necessary.  This court is overwhelmed with work at 
present and the amount of work needs to be absolutely reduced to the 
minimum.” 

 
34. Deemster Goldrein in Morris v Knox Limited (as trustee) in a judgment delivered on 20 

November 2015 stated: 
 

“97.  Could I take this opportunity of praising the advocates in this case.  Their 
preparation was a model of efficient orderliness and their advocacy was 
thoroughly researched, focussed, succinct and measured.  The whole experience 
was a fine example of the court dispute resolution process working at its best.” 

 
35. In Foundations Program Plc (in liquidation) (judgment 28 July 2016) at paragraph 4 I 

stated: 
 

“I wish to commend both counsel for their valuable, concise and well-focused 
assistance to the court this morning.” 

 
36. A day later in Creer v Department of Home Affairs (29 July 2016) I had to make the 

following comments: 
 

“48. For the brief reasons specified in this judgment I strike out the doleance 
claim. 

 
49.  As the Claimant has from time to time benefitted from legal aid I am not 

minded to make any order against her or the Treasury.  I am minded to 
make no order as to costs.  

 
50.  I am however concerned in respect of the amount of time that has been 

wasted in respect of this matter.  It is unsatisfactory for an advocate to file 
a doleance claim and then take no action in response to a strike out 
application.  The Claimant was ordered to file a skeleton argument, but Mr 
Reynolds (who is the advocate on record for the Claimant and an officer of 
this court) has failed to do so.  It is not responsible or appropriate for an 
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advocate to file a claim and endeavour to walk away from it at the first sign 
of trouble (see R v C 2003-05 MLR N 16). 

 
51.  I am not however minded to make a wasted costs order, but I express the 

hope that after this experience Mr Reynolds will carefully consider the 
position before acting in a similar way to which he has acted in these 
proceedings otherwise further time and costs will be wasted and adverse 
orders may have to be made. 

 
52.  I note that only yesterday I dismissed by consent another doleance claim 

filed by Mr Reynolds this time on behalf of Brian William Parton against the 
Department of Home Affairs and the Parole Committee in CHP 16/0053, and 
I vacated in effect two and a half valuable days of court time. When scarce 
court time is at a premium all potential litigants and their advocates should 
think carefully before they file court proceedings which are not then duly 
progressed.  Filing legal proceedings with the court is a very serious step to 
take and litigants and advocates should carefully consider the position and 
the possible consequences before doing so.” 

 
37. In Barclays Private Clients International Limited (judgment 17 August 2016) at 

paragraph 8 I stated: 
 

“Mr Holligon again appears for the Claimants together with Ms Collister.  Mr 
Harding and Mr Thornley are also present in court should their assistance be 
required.  I am grateful to Mr Holligon and his colleagues for their valuable 
assistance to the court.  I am particularly grateful to those responsible for the 
production of the bundles and the cross-references in the skeleton argument to 
the relevant sections and pages in the bundles which saved me a lot of time.  
The preparation and presentation of this matter to the court reflects well upon 
the high standards of written and oral advocacy skills at the Manx Bar.”  

 
38. In Hirco plc (10 October 2016) I stated: 

 
“11.   I have considered the concise and helpful skeleton argument of Hirco filed 
by Mr Clucas this morning.  I also benefit from the oral submissions of Mr Clucas 
delivered this afternoon.  I am most grateful to Mr Clucas for his valuable 
assistance to the court.  This matter has been extremely well presented and is a 
good example of the high advocacy skills at the Manx Bar.  I am also grateful to 
Mr Wild and Mr Coleman who appeared on behalf of those who support the 
claim.” 

 
39. In a judgment delivered in a family matter on 6 April 2017 Deemster Goldrein referred 

to the forensic skills of Hazel Smith and Louise Byrne and at paragraph 142 added: 
 

“This case was emotionally fraught.  It required techniques of advocacy which 
harmonised analysis and thrust, with a manner which would temper the ragged 
edges of human frailty.  These two advocates were tailor-made to this case and 
as the hearing unfolded, I never ceased to be astonished at their command of 
the detail and their ability to handle it.” 

 
40. In Lord Neuberger’s address Access to Justice (3 July 2017) at paragraph 2 he stated: 
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“In common law systems, the judges rely on advocates to find, raise and 
develop the arguments, which form the raw material from which we try and 
extract, apply, and develop the principles which underpin the common law.” 

 
41. Advocates should assist the court by way of written and oral submissions.  Effective 

oral advocacy can change a Deemster’s preliminary view on the papers (see for 
example paragraph 45 of Deemster Corlett’s judgment delivered on 27 July 2017 in 
MRP International Limited v MacIver). 
 

Nigel Teare’s lecture on The Advocate and the Deemster 
 
42. The following are extracts from Nigel Teare’s helpful lecture The Advocate and the 

Deemster  (Caroline Weatherill Memorial Lecture 28 January 2011): 
 
“Why is the advocate’s overriding duty to the court?  It is because the court and 
the advocate have a common interest in the administration of justice.  The judge 
relies upon the advocate in this regard and trusts him.  Without that reliance and 
trust the administration of justice would be less fair, less effective and less 
efficient.  Let me give you a few examples: 

 
It is the duty of the advocate to draw to the attention of the court a previous 
decision – a precedent – which supports his opponent’s case and of which his 
opponent and the court is unaware.  When I was head of chambers this was the 
problem most often brought to me by young members of chambers at the outset 
of their careers.  Did they really have to tell the court of a decision which would 
damage their client’s interests?  The answer was yes.  For otherwise they would 
be misleading the court when making submissions on the law. 

 
It is a feature of our system of justice that some injunctions, which are urgently 
required, may be sought ex parte, that is, without notice to the other side.  
Every high court judge is on a rota to be on duty overnight and at the weekend.  
When I was a junior barrister I once had to secure an injunction restraining the 
sale of a fleet of vessels by a mortgagee bank.  I obtained it from a high court 
judge late one Sunday night.  He sat at the end of his dining table in his dressing 
gown.  Now, when I am on duty I receive a variety of applications by telephone.  
They may be to restrain the Home Secretary from deporting a failed asylum 
seeker or to require a housing authority to house a homeless family or to 
restrain a newspaper from publishing an article alleged to be defamatory.  The 
court affords the advocate the privilege of hearing him in the absence of the 
other side and with little if anything in writing.  In return he has a duty to inform 
the court of all relevant matters including those which may make it [likely] that 
the order sought may not be granted or, if granted, may be granted on 
unfavourable terms.  Any abuse of the privilege afforded the advocate risks 
causing an injustice.  The court naturally requires the utmost probity of the 
advocate on the other end of the telephone.  Trust is essential to the conduct of 
judicial business in this manner.  It would not be possible unless the advocate’s 
overriding duty is to the court. 
 
In the criminal courts an advocate may, when listening to the summing up, 
detect an error by the judge which might provide the basis of a successful 
appeal.  His duty is to raise the matter there and then so that it can be 
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corrected.  He may not save it up for a later appeal when it may well be 
successful. 

 
Counsel for the prosecution has a duty to ensure that documents which may 
assist the defence are disclosed to the defendant.  This mirrors the duty of 
disclosure of in a civil case.  If it appears that a relevant document has not been 
disclosed he must disclose it to the other side even though it may cause the loss 
of his case.  Some clients are often amazed and indeed shocked that this is the 
position.  Disclosure of relevant documents is however a most important and 
effective tool in ensuring that justice is done in both civil and criminal cases.” 

 
43. Justice Teare also stressed the duty of the advocate in respect of concise skeleton 

arguments and made reference to the comments of Mummery L J in Tombstone 
Limited v Raja  [2008] EWCA Civ 1444 at paragraphs 126-128 and the comments of 
Sir Anthony May in Khadez v Asiz  [2010] EWCA 716.  Justice Teare added: 

 
“The difficulty for the advocate – as I recognise – is that skeleton arguments 
increasingly have two functions to perform.  First, they are skeleton arguments 
in the sense of a brief introduction to the case and the issues, which saves time 
in oral openings.  But secondly they can assist the judge in preparing his 
judgment.  This second function is increasingly common.  Witness statements 
are now frequently taken as the witness’s evidence in chief.  The judge has to 
read them before the witness is called but inevitably he cannot take in all the 
fine detail.  Only parts of them may be subject to cross-examination and so 
receive attention during the trial.  In the old days cases proceeded at the pace at 
which a human being could think.  Today they proceed at a much faster pace.  
There is usually much thinking to be done after a hearing is over.  Those parts 
of a skeleton argument which set out a chronology of the relevant events with 
references to the detailed evidence are therefore often of great assistance.  The 
same goes for expositions on the law with references to the authorities.  But all 
such material means that skeleton arguments tend to become unwieldy 
documents which is not helpful and is contrary to their original purpose.  
Perhaps the best way of resolving the tension between these two uses of the 
modern skeleton argument is to prepare it in a form in which there are two 
parts.  The first is the skeleton argument in the short form originally envisaged 
by Lord Donaldson and desired by Lord Justice Mummery.  The second is an 
annex which sets out the detailed and cross-referenced chronology and 
exposition of the law to which the judge can dip into as required during and 
after the hearing.  Since the judge is the consumer of the skeleton argument it is 
essential that it be judge friendly and in a form which he finds helpful and not 
tiresome.  Anyone drafting a skeleton argument should envisage the judge 
coming out of court at about 4.15 pm after struggling with a difficult case.  He 
gets back to his room and there on his desk are several boxes of lever arch files 
and on top 2 thick and indexed skeleton arguments.  He feels very weary and 
wonders how on earth he is going to find the time or the energy to read 
sufficient of the case before 10.30 am the next day.  It is therefore essential that 
the skeleton argument should, at the very least, contain a short and simple 
introduction to the case.  Anything too complex will only elicit a judicial groan.  
The motto must be “keep it simple”.  By all means have appendices which 
contain useful material which the judge can peruse at a later stage but do not 
ignore the simple introduction to the case and to the issues which will arise.  Be 
merciful when it comes to the reading list.  Never ask the judge to read the 
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pleadings.  By this stage they should have served their purpose.  The parties 
know what the issues are and will have mentioned them in short form in the 
skeleton argument.  Always be mindful of keeping the judge on your side.  Do 
not antagonise him by detail which will at first sight appear impenetrable. 

 
Whether one is dealing with oral or written advocacy I urge those of you who 
are advocates to heed Lord Neuberger’s description of the good advocate: 

 
“A skilled advocate follows George Orwell’s rules: they never use a long 
word where a short one will do; wherever it is possible to cut a word out, 
they always cut it out.  Their submissions are well prepared.  They know 
their brief.  They know which points have merit.  They concede where 
concession is proper.  They serve their client well.  They serve the 
administration of justice well by assisting the court in deciding cases justly.  
In that they serve the public interest.”” 

 
44. See also Teare J’s talk on Advocacy in the Commercial Court (27 March 2012). 
 
Concise skeleton arguments 
 
45. In addition to the comments made by Teare J in respect of concise skeleton 

arguments noted above reference should also be made to Jackson L J’s comments in 
Tchenguiz v Director of the Serious Fraud Office [2014] EWCA Civ 1333 where at 
paragraph 2 Jackson L J referred to the rules in respect of skeleton arguments in the 
English Court of Appeal noting that skeleton arguments should not normally exceed 25 
pages and “the purpose of a skeleton argument is to assist the court in setting out as 
concisely as practicable the arguments upon which a party intends to rely … the 
skeleton argument should be concise; it should both define and confine in the areas of 
controversy; it should not include extensive quotations from documents or 
authorities.”  Jackson L J added at paragraph 3: 

 
“These rules exist for a serious purpose, namely to enable to Court of Appeal to 
deal with its business in a timely and efficient manner.” 

 
46. In Standard Bank Plc v Via Mat International Ltd [2013] EWCA Civ 490 the English 

Court of Appeal had stressed that the purpose of a skeleton argument was to inform 
the court of the essential elements of the parties’ submissions and to enable it to 
understand the issues and arguments involved.  Skeleton arguments were not 
intended to serve as vehicles for extended advocacy: a short, concise skeleton 
argument was more helpful to the court and more likely to be persuasive than a 
longer document which sought to develop every point that might be made in oral 
argument.  Verbosity may be penalised in costs. 
 

47. Civil Procedure News Issue 5/2015 May 18, 2015 refers to the English Commercial 
Court limiting the length of skeleton arguments for applications.  In respect of 
“Ordinary applications”:  

 

“Skeletons should not without good reason be more than 15 pages in length.”   
 
In respect of “Heavy applications”: 
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“Skeletons should not be more than 25 pages in length.  The court will give 
permission for a longer skeleton where a party shows good reason for doing so.  
Any application to serve a longer skeleton should be made on paper to the court 
briefly stating the reasons for exceeding the 25 page limit.  Such application 
should be made sufficiently in advance of the deadline for service to enable to 
court to rule upon it before then.” 

 
48. The English Employment Appeal Tribunal published “Practice Statement : Notices of 

Appeal and Skeleton Arguments” on 16 June 2015.  The following are extracts: 
 

“1. Too many notices of appeal are simply too long.  If a Notice of Appeal is too 
long, focus on what really matters can easily be lost.  Justice then suffers.  
A change of culture is needed. 

 
2. Parties should realise that short, well-directed notices of appeal are usually 

more persuasive than long ones.  The more points an appeal raises, the 
more it suggests that none is a very good one. 

… 
 
12. Skeleton arguments are not expected to be full written arguments, but 

instead are intended to provide the framework within which oral 
submissions will be made, and should be as short as the nature of the case 
permits.  In particular they should not be lengthy just because the judgment 
under appeal is lengthy.  

… 
 
15. The argument should be self-contained: though it may give references for 

relevant legal authorities, it should not incorporate arguments set out in 
other documents by adopting them.” 

 
49. The following is the note in the 2015 Guernsey Law Reports in respect of skeleton 

arguments: 
 

“[2015 GLR Note 1] 
 
CHANNING v. STATES OF GUERNSEY 
ROYAL COURT (Finch, Judge): February 19th, 2015 
 
Advocates - duties to court - presentation of case - skeleton arguments 
 
Good skeleton arguments are tools with practical uses.  They should not be 
prepared as verbatim scripts to be read out to the court, or as footnoted theses 
to be consulted in private.  They should be concise and brief and state clearly 
the agenda for the hearing, give a summary of the main points and arguments 
to be developed orally and provide a useful way of noting citations, references 
and cross-references, so that the court’s time is saved by avoiding the need for 
unnecessary dictation by the advocate and pointless note-taking itself.  The 
current tendency to prolixity in the skeleton arguments presented in the 
Guernsey courts can only detract from the effectiveness of oral submissions and 
the Royal Court expressed the hope that “reasonable limits” would be set in 
future (Raja v. Van Hoogstraten (No.9), [2009] 1 W.L.R. 1143, dicta of 
Mummery, L.J. applied).” 
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50. Although skeleton arguments must be concise they must also cover all relevant 

arguments that are or will be relied upon.  In Milestone Telecom Partners Limited v 
Critchley and others (judgment 21 January 2015) Deemster Corlett stated: 
 

“44.  I have mentioned some of Mr Peterson's arguments already but in 
summary what he sought to argue was that this case could be distinguished first 
of all from the Staff of Government's decision in Eurotrust v Barlow Clowes.  I 
mention for the record that there was no reference to this argument in Mr 
Peterson's skeleton argument and he wisely abandoned it.  It is an issue upon 
which I would have undoubtedly required detailed written submissions and it 
ought to have been prefigured in his skeleton argument.  But as I say he has 
abandoned it in any event.  In any event such an issue is not essential in any 
way for my decision.  In my view, as I have already said, limitation issues do not 
arise in this case.  A discussion of Eurotrust v Barlow Clowes would only become 
relevant if I determined that a new cause of action is being advanced in this 
application and I have decided that is not the case.” 

 
51. Deemster Corlett in Pentera Trustees Limited v Old Mutual International Isle of Man 

Limited (judgment 30 April 2015) referred to the desirability of keeping skeleton 
arguments concise.  On 4 June 2015 in Helm Trust Company Limited v O’Sullivan 
(SUM15/0002) in respect of the Defendant’s application dated 21 April 2015 to set 
aside a default judgment Deemster Corlett made an order that: 
 

“… the parties do file and serve skeleton arguments limited to one page together 
with one relevant authority …” 

 
52. Cunningham v Ellis and others (judgment 27 January 2017) was a “correct forum” 

case.  Deemster Corlett at paragraph 8 referred to three lever arch files of authorities 
and other materials and commented: 
 

“The submission of this number of authorities is in my view wholly unnecessary 
for the proper disposal of this type of application and runs contrary to Lord 
Neuberger’s guidance as to how these matters ought to be dealt with and which 
are set out in paragraphs 79 to 89 of his judgment in VTB Capital plc v Nutritek 
International Corp. [2013] 2 AC 337.  My attempt to limit the submissions of 
authorities to no more than five (see para 11 of my Order of 18th August 2016) 
was thus wholly unsuccessful.” 

 
53. Following Deemster Corlett’s lead in endeavouring to encourage conciseness, in an 

order made on 8 December 2016 in Hirco I limited written submissions on costs to “no 
longer than 5 pages”. 

 
54. In Pentera Trustees Limited v Old Mutual International Isle of Man Limited Deemster 

Corlett in a judgment delivered on 30 April 2015 stated: 
 

“Skeleton Arguments 
 
61.  These were first introduced in the English Court of Appeal around 30 years 
ago and now appear to be de rigueur for every application, no matter how 
apparently straightforward.  While a well drafted, concise skeleton can be very 
helpful, lengthy skeletons add substantially to the preparation time of judges, 
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with no discernible improvement in the quality of judgments, which simply 
increase proportionately since judges seemingly feel obliged to address most, if 
not all, of the points raised no matter how lacking in merit.  There is a 
substantial cost to clients and to the administration of justice involved in the 
preparation and digestion of such “skeletons” as cases take longer to prepare for 
and hear and the queue of cases waiting to be heard increases. 
 
62.  Teare J commented on this issue in his excellent speech to the Commercial 
Bar Association delivered on 27th March 2012. He referred to Mummery L.J.’s 
judgment in Tombstone Ltd v Raja [2009] 1 WLR 1143 where he said this: 
 

“126.  We remind practitioners that skeleton arguments should not be 
prepared as verbatim scripts to be read out in public or as footnoted 
theses to be read in private.  Good skeleton arguments are tools with 
practical uses: an agenda for the hearing, a summary of the main points, 
propositions and arguments to be developed orally, a useful way of 
noting citations and references, a convenient place for making cross 
references, a time-saving means of avoiding unnecessary dictation to the 
court and laborious and pointless note-taking by the court. 
 
127.  Skeleton arguments are aids to oral advocacy.  They are not written 
briefs which are used in some jurisdictions as substitutes for oral 
advocacy. An unintended and unfortunate side effect of the growth in 
written advocacy (written opening and closing submissions and “speaking 
notes”, as well as skeleton arguments) has been that too many 
practitioners, at increased cost to their clients and diminishing assistance 
to the court, burden their opponents and the court with written briefs.  
They are anything but brief. The result is that there is no real saving of 
legal costs, or of precious hearing, reading and writing time.  As has 
happened in this case, the opponent’s skeleton argument becomes longer 
and the judgment reflecting the lengthy written submissions tends to be 
longer than is really necessary to explain to the parties why they have 
won or lost an appeal. 
 
128.  The skeletal nature of written advocacy is in danger of being 
overlooked. In some cases we are weighed down by the skeleton 
arguments and when we dare to complain about the time they take up, 
we are sometimes told that we can read them “in our own time” after the 
hearing. In our judgment, this is not what appellate advocacy is about, or 
ought to be about, in this court.” 

 
63.  While these comments are of course dealing with the Court of Appeal, in my 
view they are equally applicable to hearings at first instance. 
 
64.  More recently, the Court of Appeal in Tchenguiz v Director of the Serious 
Fraud Office (The Times, November 11th 2014, [2014] EWCA Civ 1333) referred 
to substantial and repetitious skeleton arguments not assisting the court in its 
task of resolving issues between the parties and that length obscures the points 
which are germane to the resolution of an appeal, rather than assisting in their 
determination.  Vos L.J. said this: 
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“It is just as important to put one's argument concisely in a complex 
Commercial or Chancery case as it is in any other kind of case … What is 
required is a careful and concise summary of the points that are intended to 
be addressed.” 

 
Similar sentiments were expressed by Jackson L.J. at paragraphs 52 to 57 of the 
Court of Appeal's decision in Inplayer v Thorogood [2014] EWCA Civ 1511 where 
he refers to the appellant’s skeleton consisting of ‘35 pages of rambling prolixity 
through which the reader must struggle to track down the relevant facts, issues 
and arguments.’  The appellant was prevented from recovering the costs of that 
skeleton argument. 
 
65.  What is required in my view is a limit on the length of skeleton arguments, 
to be rigidly enforced by the judiciary.” 

 
At paragraphs 68-71 Deemster Corlett added: 
 

“Citation of Authorities 
 
68.  Lord Judge, then Chief Justice, addressed the problem of the over-citation 
of authorities in a murder appeal, the case of R v Erskine [2010] 1 All ER 1200. 
While of course he addresses the issue from the perspective of a criminal court, 
in my view all he says is equally applicable to the civil courts, whether at first 
instance or on appeal: 
 

“[2]  This simple question has involved the preparation of a substantial 
bundle of authorities and extensive citation and analysis of previous 
decisions of this court.  We imply no criticism of distinguished leading 
counsel.  Their forensic technique has been sanctioned by this court.  It has 
become the modern way of addressing legal principle both on appeal and in 
the Crown Court itself. 
 
[3]  Various factors have contributed to the process.  These include the 
stark reality that every single judgment of this court is now available to the 
advocate, whether it was reserved or unreserved, whether reported or 
unreported.  Understandably, the advocate doing his duty by his client seeks 
to identify each and every case which even remotely appears to bear on the 
principle under consideration or which has some passing factual similarity to 
the one with which he is immediately concerned.  The development of legal 
argument in the criminal justice process is therefore both much more 
complex and, we venture to suggest, more rebarbative and less focussed 
than it used to be.  Added to these considerations, there has been 
something of a convention that this court should at least mention authorities 
referred to by the advocate in oral submissions, and this tends to add yet 
one more authority to the existing compendium.  And so, like Topsy, the 
process has grown, and lengthened, and continues to grow and lengthen 
without the slightest discernable improvement in the doing of justice in the 
individual case and to the delay and disadvantage of the administration of 
justice generally.  What is abundantly clear is that without a fresh approach 
to the way in which authorities are used in the course of forensic argument 
the administration of criminal justice will be suffocated. 
… 
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[69]  In 1977, Lord Diplock spoke of the ‘superfluity of citation’ and followed 
up his concerns in Lambert v Lewis [1981] 1 All ER 1185 at 1189-1190, 
[1982] AC 225 at 274-275 where he observed: 

 
‘... the respect which under the common law is paid to precedent makes 
it tempting to the appellate advocate to cite a plethora of authorities 
which do no more than illustrate the application to particular facts of a 
well-established principle of law that has been clearly stated ... In those 
cases that are no more than illustrative, however, there are likely to be 
found judicial statements of the principle that do not follow the precise 
language in which the principle is expressed ... but use some 
paraphrase of it that the judge thinks is specially apt to explain its 
application to the facts of the particular case.  The citation of a plethora 
of illustrative authorities, apart from being time- and cost-consuming, 
presents the danger of so blinding the court with case law that it has 
difficulty in seeing the wood of legal principle for the trees of 
paraphrase.’ 
 

Lord Roskill made the same point in Pioneer Shipping Ltd v BTP Tioxide Ltd 
[1981] 2 All ER 1030 at 1046, [1982] AC 724 at 751, where he stated: 

 
'I hope I shall not be thought discourteous or unappreciative of the 
industry involved in the preparation of counsel's arguments if I say that 
today massive citation of authority in cases where the relevant legal 
principles have been clearly and authoritatively determined is of little or 
no assistance and should be firmly discouraged.' 

 
The consequence was lengthened hearings and increased costs without in 
any way leading to the avoidance of judicial error. 
… 
 
[73] Speaking extra-judicially at the First Symposium on Law Reporting, 
Legal Information and Electronic Media in the New Millennium in March 
2000, Lord Bingham, then Lord Chief Justice, observed: 
 

‘The quick, effortless and relatively inexpensive availability of vast new 
swathes of material hitherto inaccessible, unorganised, unfiltered, 
unedited, presents a very real risk to the system which may ... simply 
succumb to the weight of the materials presented.’ 

… 
 
[75] The essential starting point, relevant to any appeal against conviction 
or sentence, is that, adapting the well known aphorism of Viscount Falkland 
in 1641: if it is not necessary to refer to a previous decision of the court, it is 
necessary not to refer to it.  Similarly, if it is not necessary to include a 
previous decision in the bundle of authorities, it is necessary to exclude it. 
That approach will be rigidly enforced.” 
 

69.  Reference should also be made by all advocates to the Practice Direction on 
the citation of authorities [2012] 2 All ER 255 which emphasises the obvious 
point that when a judgment is reported in the Official Law Reports, the Weekly 
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Law Reports or the All England Law Reports, or some other authoritative 
specialist series of reports which contain a headnote made by an individual 
holding a senior court qualification, those reports should be cited in preference 
to transcripts or other unreported versions of the relevant judgment.  An 
unreported case should not normally be cited unless it contains a relevant 
statement of legal principle not found in reported authorities.  Similarly, if a 
Manx judgment is reported in the Manx Law Reports, that version should be 
cited in preference to that available from www.courts.im, for the obvious reason 
that it contains an authoritative and helpful headnote.  It is entirely unnecessary 
and wasteful of a client's money to submit several cases (often decided at first 
instance) all of which are illustrative of the same principle. What is needed is one 
or two cases (preferably on appeal) which establish the legal principle, and 
which can then be used by the court to reach a decision on the facts of the case 
before it. 
 
70.  In England and Wales there is a Practice Direction dealing with the citation 
of authorities in appeals.  This provides that a bundle of authorities should be 
agreed and that it should not contain more than 10 authorities unless the scale 
of the appeal warrants more extensive citation.  In my view a similar Practice 
Direction, applicable to all the divisions of the High Court, should be considered 
for the Isle of Man. 
 
71.  Greater minds than mine have, as is clear from the citations above, made 
the same points over the years and little seems to change.  However, unless a 
determined effort is made by the judiciary and practitioners I see a future in 
which civil litigation becomes ever more costly and lengthy and the law set out 
in judgments of the courts becomes ever more obscure.  The civil justice system 
will thus succumb in the manner predicted by Lord Bingham, overwhelmed by 
the weight of materials, produced at great cost and for no discernible benefit.  
An opportunity does however exist, within the framework of the existing Rules of 
Court, modernised as they were in 2009, to greatly improve the delivery of civil 
justice in this small jurisdiction.  Matters should not be allowed to continue as 
they are at present.” 

 
55. Deemster Corlett in Callister v DHSC (judgment 10 November 2015) at paragraph 3 

commended: 
 

“… counsel for the clarity of their submissions, but especially Mrs Unsworth and 
Mr Swift for their excellent closing submissions which were most helpful in 
concisely summarising the law and the evidence.  Mr Swift’s skeleton argument 
is in my view a model of concision and clarity.” 

 
56. Although skeleton arguments should be as concise as circumstances permit, they 

should include reference to all of the arguments to be relied upon at the oral hearing.  
In A v DHSC (Appeal Division judgment 23 October 2015) at paragraph 40 onwards 
the court commented in respect of a couple of additional points made during oral 
submissions that had not been foreshadowed in the skeleton argument. 
 

57. In Steele v Manxtrust 1993-95 MLR 309 Hytner J A in the Appeal Division at page 321 
stated: 
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“… we have had the benefit of reading very full and helpful skeleton arguments 
from all parties.  Some have been covered with more flesh than would be usual 
in the English Court of Appeal.  We are very grateful for this … the Staff of 
Government Division does not have a continuous running list staffed by 
permanent appellate judges, and we welcome the degree of written assistance 
afforded us in this case.” 

 
58. It is also helpful in the skeleton arguments where reference is made to documents in 

the hearing bundles filed with the court if there is cross-reference in the skeleton 
argument to the relevant pages of such documents in the bundle (see paragraph 8 of 
my judgment in Barclays Private Clients International Limited delivered on 17 August 
2016). 

 
59. In Willers v Gubay (Appeal Division judgment 13 July 2012) the following was stated in 

respect of speaking notes: 
 

“5.  We record that both before Deemster Corlett and this court Mr Willers not 
only filed and served a Skeleton Argument, as did Mr Gough, in accordance with 
the directions which we had given but that at each hearing Mr Willers also 
produced what was described as a Speaking Note, of which on neither occasion 
did Mr Gough have any advance notice.  Although we recognise that an 
advocate or litigant in person ought to be allowed in such reasonable way as 
they think fit to develop orally the arguments contained in their Skeleton 
Argument, we are bound to observe that in our judgment the use of such a 
Speaking Note ought ordinarily to be discouraged, given that it has the capacity, 
by means of the filing of a document for which no directions have been given, to 
take the opposing party by surprise, which may or may not be the intention.” 

 
60. A good advocate uses paper and time well and focuses on the core points in issue.  

Beware of adopting “a scattergun approach to the task of advocacy” especially where 
you have no arguable foundation (see paragraphs 32 and 33 of Lord Wilson’s 
judgment in Grove Park Development Ltd v The Mauritius Revenue Authority [2017] 
UKPC 4). 
 

Geoffrey Ma’s lecture on The Practice of Law : A Vocation Survives Amidst Globalisation 
 
61. The following are points raised by Geoffrey Ma (the Chief Justice of Hong Kong) in a 

lecture delivered in Kuala Lumpur on 24 September 2014 entitled The Practice of Law 
: A Vocation Survives Amidst Globalisation: 
 

 vocation is synonymous with a concept of honour, of doing the right thing; 
 

 the safeguarding of values that enables the legal profession to serve the 
community; 

 

 for the court the administration of justice lies essentially in the effective and 
efficient resolution of disputes to enable justice to be done according to the 
law, given the limited resources within which the courts have to operate; 

 

 the concept retains a practical significance that continues to provide a lynchpin, 
particularly in a world where money seems to dominate, to the proper 
administration of justice; 
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 understaffing, a finite supply of judges and limited public resources have 
become facts of life, and provide what appears to be a long term backdrop 
against which most of us have to accept in practical terms when dealing with 
the administration of justice; 

 
 never before has so much been demanded of the quality of justice.  The 

modern judiciary, more than ever, requires as much assistance as it can get in 
order to begin properly to fulfil its responsibilities.  The role of lawyers is 
therefore as important, if not more so, than it has ever been; 

 

 lawyers are officers of the court.  Lawyers also owe considerable duties to their 
clients and in reality also have regard to their firm’s and their own interests; 

 
 and yet, lawyers have a pivotal role to play in the administration of justice and 

they are expected to fulfil the role by both the public and the courts; they do 
very much have duties to the court and to the administration of justice; 

 
 lawyers face pressure in the modern legal world; 

 

 there is a duty not to mislead the court; 
 

 in civil proceedings there is a heavy duty on a lawyer to ensure full and proper 
discovery.  Severe consequences follow where this duty is breached.  There is 
an obligation to advise the client that disclosure of relevant documents should 
be made, in particular of documents which are against the client; 

 

 there is an obligation to ensure that the court is properly apprised of the 
relevant law.  The duty can be a difficult one to fulfil in practices where, for 
example, non-binding but persuasive authorities are involved, including 
authorities from outside the jurisdiction; 

 

 there is an important duty to assist the court in the effective and efficient 
resolution of disputes before it; 

 

 tactical games which serve no legitimate purpose are not just frowned upon, 
they are forbidden.  Legal professions the world over should recognise this sea 
change – we have often heard these days of the need to have a cultural 
change in litigation attitudes; 

 
 assisting in the efficient and effective resolution of disputes includes advising 

and encouraging alternative forms of dispute resolution; 
 

 seen in this way the concept of duties owed to the court can more accurately 
be put as duties owed to the legal system, a system which has fairness and 
justice as paramount objectives; 

 

 courage is also needed.  Courage in this context stems from a respect of the 
rule of law and fidelity to the law.  It is quite the opposite of treating the 
practice of law as a business; 
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 the context of courage here is the courage to uphold those principles on which 
the rule of law is founded : the entitlement of every person to be treated 
equally, the enjoyment of fundamental human rights and the ability to enforce 
those rights in a court of law according to law and the spirit of the law.  It 
takes a committed and courageous legal professional to ensure the practical 
reality of the rule of law and the full enjoyment of the spirit of the law; 

 

 “A daily reminder of this is of course the cab-rank principle.  I fear that with 
the increasing advent of globalised legal practices - an inevitability one must 
accept - the traditional acceptance of briefs to represent whomsoever is next in 
line who asks for an advocate's services, seems at times to be fading.  Too 
many lawyers these days choose the clients whom they want to represent.  
Some choose to act always for the government, others only for opponents of 
the government.  Some act with a political agenda in mind.  I also find 
extremely disappointing an advocate who always chooses sides as if he or she 
is personally identifying with the cause of the client, rather than do the very 
thing expected of a lawyer: to act for the client to [the] best of his or her 
ability to ensure that the client is given a fair and just hearing in a court of law 
in accordance with the law.  At all times, lawyers (and … judges) are servants 
of the law and of the rule of law. 

 
Whenever a lawyer takes on a case for an unpopular client or cause, the public 
at large may identify the lawyer with the client or cause and react in a negative 
way against the lawyer.  Pressure may even be brought to bear.  Persons 
accused of unspeakable crimes such as terrorism, or persons within minority or 
certain religious groups all have incurred the wrath of the majority in any 
society from time to time.  Whenever a lawyer stands up to act for such 
persons, the courage of one’s commitment to the spirit of the law is 
displayed.”; 
 

 “To conclude, one can see that honour remains vital in the practice of law.  It 
is not every day of course that you will need to think along these lines but 
every lawyer needs to understand the fundamentals of the profession.  It is a 
vocation, the fundamental values will - and certainly ought - never change, 
whether amidst globalisation and indeed amidst any other trend.  It is only 
through this recognition that the public interest is served and the confidence of 
the community in the profession, sustained.” 

 
Unnecessary documentation 
 
62. Hussein v Secretary of State for Defence  [2013] EWHC 95 (Admin) Hallett L J: 
 

“50.  Finally, I should mention the unnecessary documentation put before us: 
two thick lever arch files of ‘trial bundles’ and three thick lever arch files of 
authorities.  As is so often the case, we were referred to relatively few pages.  
With a proper spirit of co-operation on both sides, two bundles (one trial and 
one of authorities) would have sufficed.” 

 
63. Deemster Corlett in Templeton Insurance Limited v Corlett (judgment 18 June 2013) 

at paragraph [8]: 
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“The court had before it eleven lever arch files, only a small proportion of which 
were referred to at the trial.  Matters were not helped by the confused 
presentation of the documents.  The case cried out for a core bundle of the most 
relevant documents, clearly presented... 
 
[31] The assertion of a lack of personnel, systems and procedures led to a 
chaotic and disorganised working environment (para 36 of the Defendant’s 
second statement) were not put to Mr Steele.  I thus discount these suggestions 
as they were not adequately explored in evidence.” 

 
64. Deemster Corlett in Pentera Trustees Limited v Old Mutual International Isle of Man 

Limited (judgment 30 April 2015) at paragraph 66 stated: 
 

“The submission of over-lengthy bundles is a perennial problem.” 
 
65. In a judgment delivered in a family matter on 2 September 2015 Her Honour 

Deemster Hazel Smith at paragraph 68 of the judgment stated: 
 

“68.  I must make one final comment.  Undertaking this judgment has been a 
mammoth task because there were three bundles plus one extensive skeleton 
argument.  I note that the Court is now ordering joint bundles which will be a 
welcome relief in any exercise of the judicial function.  I urge all parties and their 
Advocates to co-operate in the submission of bundles which will have multiple 
advantages: (1) saving court time (2) encapsulating the core documents in one 
place (3) concentrating minds on the issues at hand and in dispute (4) saving 
judicial time in studying the file pre-trial and then in dealing with the judgment 
(5) saving trees …” 
 

66. In Bitel v Kyrgyz Mobil & others (judgment 30 November 2007) I dealt with 
submissions in respect of an interlocutory skirmish on jurisdiction and the issue of 
appropriate forum.  At paragraph 3 of my judgment I stated: 
 

“Submissions in this case have taken days rather than hours.  Some 22 volumes 
of documentation have been filed together with 8 volumes of common 
authorities comprising over 140 authorities and over 440 pages of written 
submissions.  Much printer ink, paper, time and costs have been expended.”  
 

67. In the ultimate appeal styled as AK Investment CJSC v Kyrgyz Mobil Tel Limited and 
others [2011] UKPC 7 Lord Collins delivering the judgment on 10 March 2011 stated: 
 

“7.   Experience has shown that Lord Templeman was being over-optimistic 
when he said, in Spiliada (at 465), that in disputes about the appropriate forum 
the court would not be referred to other decisions on other facts, and that 
submissions would be measured in hours and not days.  But this case has been 
excessively complicated by any standards.  The hearings before the Deemster 
and the Staff of Government Division each lasted for 4 days or more.  The 
hearing before the Board lasted 4 days.  The written cases of the parties 
exceeded 200 pages, and more than 30 volumes of documents were placed 
before the Board, containing almost 14,000 pages, as well as 170 authorities in 
12 volumes.  The core bundle alone consisted of six volumes.  The list of 
"essential" pre-reading for the Board listed documents totalling some 700 pages. 
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All of this was wholly disproportionate to the issues of law and fact raised by the 
parties.” 

 
68. On occasions it will be helpful to provide the court with a bundle of relevant 

documentation in respect of hearings before trial even if there has been no specific 
direction to that effect.  In Unicorn v P Court Limited and others (judgment 24 March 
2015) at paragraph 10 I stated: 
 

“It would be helpful in respect of future matters if counsel could prepare a 
paginated hearing bundle prior to the hearing if there is to be reference to the 
communications filed with the court.  A paginated hearing bundle would also 
help the court in its preparation for the hearing and the conduct of the hearing.” 
 

69. Sir James Munby in Re X and Y (Bundles) [2008] EWHC 2058 (Fam) stated: 
 

“The purpose of all this [provision of proper bundles of documentation] is to 
ensure that the judge can embark upon the necessary pre-reading in a 
structured and focused way, making the best and most efficient use of limited 
time, so that when the case is actually called on in court everyone can proceed 
immediately to the heart of the matter, without the need for any substantial 
opening and with everyone focusing upon the previously identified issues. The 
objective is to shorten the length of hearings and thereby to increase the 
‘throughput’ of the … courts – with the ultimate objective of bringing down 
waiting times and reducing delay.” 

 
70. In Pentera Trustees Limited v Old Mutual International Isle of Man Limited Deemster 

Corlett in a judgment delivered on 30 April 2015 stated: 
 

“58.  Thirdly, the presentation of the documents in this matter left a great deal 
to be desired – there was no attempt made to present the documents 
chronologically and there was much duplication of the same document in the 
bundles.  Compiling a bundle which includes only the essential documents 
enables a judge to have a useful point of reference to the most important 
documents in the case.  I appreciate that to produce a genuinely “core” bundle 
containing the few really important statements, documents and letters involves 
time and costs, but an attempt to do this and in a chronological manner is 
immensely helpful to the court, and rarely, if ever, happens.  It certainly did not 
occur in this case.  It represents in my view clients’ money well spent. 
… 
 
Bundles 
  
66. The submission of over-lengthy bundles is a perennial problem.  Apart from 
the wasted cost to the clients of producing hundreds of pages of photocopying 
which are often never referred to at the hearing, it makes the job of navigating 
through the morass of paper to find the really important documents almost 
impossible.  In Seagrove v Sullivan [2014] EWHC 4110 (Fam), Holman J 
complained at length about the disproportionate volume of documentation and 
case law which was before him and ordered the lawyers to remove the bundles 
from his court.  He said bluntly, ‘The whole lot must be taken away and we start 
again.’  The issue of bundles has recently been brought starkly to the fore by the 
judgment of Munby J, the President of the Family Division, in Re L [2015] EWFC 
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15, a judgment delivered on 26th February 2015.  In that case he refers to the 
widespread failure to adhere to a Bundles Practice Direction which, unless the 
court specifically directs, and in circumstances where the court is satisfied that 
such direction is necessary to enable the proceedings to be disposed of justly, 
provides that the bundle shall be contained in one A4 size ring binder or lever 
arch file limited to no more than 350 sheets of A4 paper and 350 sides of text. 
He condemns (at paragraph 13) the production of so-called “core” bundles, 
which are then supplemented by many volumes of expensively prepared 
secondary or background material.  He refers (at paragraph 20) to the 
fundamental principle that the bundle should contain copies of only those 
documents which are relevant to the hearing and which it is necessary for the 
court to read or which will actually be referred to during the hearing.  At 
paragraph 22 he encourages judges to specify the maximum length of a skeleton 
argument, a witness statement or an expert's report. He concludes his general 
comments with this: 
 

“24.  I make clear that PD27A has nothing to do with judicial amour-propre, 
nor is its purpose to make the lives of the judges easier. On the contrary, as 
I observed in Re X and Y, it is simply a reflection of the ever increasing 
burdens being imposed upon judges at all levels in the family justice system. 
I continued (paras 5-6): 

 
“5 ... The purpose of all this is to ensure that the judge can embark upon 
the necessary pre-reading in a structured and focused way, making the 
best and most efficient use of limited time, so that when the case is 
actually called on in court everyone can proceed immediately to the heart 
of the matter, without the need for any substantial opening and with 
everyone focusing upon the previously identified issues.  The objective is 
to shorten the length of hearings and thereby to increase the 
‘throughput’ of the family courts - with the ultimate objective of bringing 
down waiting times and reducing delay. 
 
6 But these wholly desirable objects - wholly desirable in the public 
interest and in the interests of litigants generally - are imperilled 
whenever there is significant non-compliance with the Practice Direction 
...” 

 
25.  The judges of the Family Division and the Family Court have had 
enough.  The professions have been warned.” 
 

67. I respectfully endorse all that the President has said (which is equally 
pertinent to all civil business conducted in these courts) and see absolutely no 
reason why these highly desirable practices should not be incorporated into the 
conduct of all civil litigation in the jurisdiction.” 

 
71. In Belgravia Corporation Services Limited v B3 Group Limited 2005-06 MLR 139 at 

paragraph 103 I thanked counsel for: 
 

“… well-focused and helpful written and oral submissions and the provision of 
relevant and manageable court bundles …” 
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72. In Barclays Private Clients International Limited (judgment 17 August 2016) at 
paragraph 8 I thanked counsel and stated: 
 

“I am particularly grateful to those responsible for the production of the bundles 
and the cross-reference in the skeleton argument to the relevant sections and 
pages in the bundles which saved me a lot of time.” 

 
73. In Irvings v Carters (judgment 24 August 2017) Deemster Corlett at paragraph 157 

stated: 
 

“The bundle of documents extended to a totally unmanageable and unnecessary 
4,592 pages, plus some additional documents introduced during the trial.  There 
was no attempt made to provide a core bundle of the important documents.  
Advocates must make a greater effort to assist the Court in this regard.” 

 
A useful Indian authority 
 
74. The following are extracts from Sharma v High Court of Punjab & Haryana  Supreme 

Court of India 9 May 2011 judgment of Justice Sathasivam P: 
 

“12 ... Lawyers are officers of the Court in the administration of justice. 
 

13.(1)  An advocate shall, during the presentation of his case and while 
otherwise acting before a court, conduct himself with dignity and self-respect ... 
 

(2)  An advocate shall maintain towards the court a respectful attitude, 
bearing in mind that the dignity of the judicial office is essential to the 
survival of a free community. 

 
(3)  An advocate shall not influence the decision of a court by any illegal or 
improper means.  Private communications with a judge relating to a pending 
case are forbidden. 
 
(4)  An advocate shall use his best efforts to restrain and prevent his client 
from resorting to sharp or unfair practices or from doing anything in relation 
to the court, opposing counsel or parties which the advocates himself ought 
not to do.  An advocate shall refuse to represent the client who persists in 
such improper conduct.  He shall not consider himself a mere mouthpiece of 
the client, and shall exercise his own judgement in the use of restrained 
language in correspondence, avoiding scurrilous attacks in pleadings, and 
using intemperate language during arguments in court. 
 
(5)  An advocate shall appear in court at all times only in the prescribed 
dress, and his appearance shall always be presentable ...” 

 
 The learned judge reviewed various authorities and continued: 
 

“30.  A Court, be that of a Magistrate or the Supreme Court is sacrosanct.  The 
integrity and sanctity of an institution which has bestowed upon itself the 
responsibility of dispensing justice ought to be maintained.  All the functionaries, 
be it advocates, judges and the rest of the staff ought to act in accordance with 
morals and ethics. 
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Advocates Role and Ethical Standards: 

 
31.  An advocate’s duty is as important as that of a Judge.  Advocates have a 
large responsibility towards the society.  A client’s relationship with his/her 
advocate is underlined by utmost trust.  An advocate is expected to act with 
utmost sincerity and respect.  In all professional functions, an advocate should 
be diligent and his conduct should also be diligent and should conform to the 
requirements of the law by which an advocate plays a vital role in the 
preservation of society and justice system.  An advocate is under an obligation 
to uphold the rule of law and ensure that the public justice system is enabled to 
function at its full potential.  Any violation of the principles of professional ethics 
by an advocate is unfortunate and unacceptable.  Ignoring even a minor 
violation/misconduct militates against the fundamental foundation of the public 
justice system.  An advocate should be dignified in his dealings to the Court, to 
his fellow lawyers and to the litigants.  He should have integrity in abundance 
and should never do anything that erodes his credibility.  An advocate has a duty 
to enlighten and encourage the juniors in the profession.  An ideal advocate 
should believe that the legal profession has an element of service also and 
associates with legal service activities.  Most importantly, he should faithfully 
abide by the standards of professional conduct and etiquette prescribed ...” 

 
Other authorities 
 
75. Deemster Corlett in Jolly v Watson  (judgment 1 March 2012) considered the duties of 

advocates in the context of undue influence claims and stated: 
 

“271.  I was impressed with Ms. Burton's evidence which was clear, truthful and 
authoritative.  Her affidavit and statement were helpful and clearly based on well 
documented file notes.   
 
272.  She cannot be criticised for acting as an advocate whose job was to act for 
the First Defendant in embodying in legal terms what the First Defendant had 
agreed with the Claimant.  I accept that she gave a proper warning to the 
Claimant that she ought to obtain her own legal advice.  The Claimant declined 
to act on this warning.  Ms. Burton's evidence, which is unchallenged, is that the 
Claimant appeared perfectly happy with the deal which she had agreed with the 
First Defendant.  I ask myself what more could Ms. Burton have done?  It might 
be said that she ought to have declined to act further in any way in the 
transaction unless and until the Claimant had obtained her own legal advice.  I 
do not regard this as a practical suggestion.  In my view Ms. Burton did all that 
she properly ought to have done to endeavour to safeguard her own 
professional position and that of the Claimant. It might be said that alarm bells 
ought to have rung with Ms. Burton when she formed the view that the parties 
were "obviously friends" and when the First Defendant told her that he "thought 
of the Claimant as a daughter".  What was undoubtedly a transaction of 
complexity was moving with considerable speed.  It was also a transaction which 
was a hard commercial deal, although not so obviously harsh as to be beyond 
the bounds of commercial reasonableness.  The use of a compound interest rate 
of 8% might be regarded as uncommercial and oppressive but not such as to 
excite undue suspicion and to require Ms. Burton to demand that it be removed 
or amended.  It might be said that she ought to have immediately thought of 
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the law of undue influence and insisted that the Claimant should go away and 
take her own legal advice and perhaps obtain her own professional valuation.  In 
an ideal world, no doubt this might have been the proper way in which matters 
proceeded.  However, in the real world I do not consider that this was a viable 
proposition.  Ms. Burton made the position perfectly clear to the Claimant, 
namely that she ought to take her own legal advice.  She could not expect to 
have been privy to all that had gone on between the Claimant and the First 
Defendant during the period of their very lengthy prior relationship and financial 
dealings.  Advocates acting in the role of Ms. Burton are neither psychologists 
nor social workers. Although she might have been put on alert by the reference 
to a father/daughter relationship, Ms. Burton cannot have appreciated the nature 
of the influence which I find the First Defendant in fact had over the Claimant in 
August 2006.” 

 
76. Deemster Corlett in Callister v DHSC (judgment 10 November 2015) at paragraph 1 

commented on the need “for advocates [to] have systems in place to ensure that legal 
proceedings are issued well in advance of the expiry of the limitation periods 
presented by Act of Tynwald”. 

 
77. See the Appeal Division’s judgment in Holmes v Carter (judgment 21 August 2015) 

which relates to whether, and in what circumstances, an advocate may owe a duty of 
care to a third party who is not his client. 

 

78. In Patel v Oak Bridge Limited (High Bailiff Needham’s judgment 21 December 2015) 
reference was made to a counterclaim against an advocate and the High Bailiff dealt 
with it robustly at paragraph 2 of his judgment: 

 

“… As advocate for the Claimant in the wholly contested adversarial proceedings 
Miss Meakin owes no duty to the First or Third Defendants such that a claim can 
be brought against her in negligence.  I can dismiss such purported strand of the 
counterclaim at the outset.” 

 
79. White v Withers LLP [2009] EWCA Civ 1122 involved a claim against lawyers in respect 

of advice allegedly given to their client, a wife in family proceedings, to seize the 
private documents of the husband.  Ward L J commented that:  

 

“It must always be remembered that solicitors are officers of the court and if 
they are shown to have done wrong they should face the judgment of the 
court.” 

 
80. In Patterson and Barber v R (Appeal Division judgment 12 September 2013) the 

Appeal Division stated: 
 

“90. We are bound to observe that in our judgment neither of these appeals had 
any prospects of success and were frankly unarguable.  We remind advocates 
that they have a responsibility to their client and to the public purse which funds 
such appeals only to pursue those appeals which have merit.” 

 
81. In Torfaen County Borough Council v Douglas Willis Limited [2013] UKSC 59 the 

following was stated: 
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“9. Permission to appeal was given by this court.  The company was not 
represented on hearing of the appeal.  The reasons are understandable but the 
result is unfortunate.  From the council’s viewpoint, the appeal raised a matter of 
general importance.  From the company’s viewpoint, the combination of the 
costs which it would incur in contesting the appeal and its potential liability to 
pay the council’s costs presented a bigger threat to it than the likely amount of 
any fines.  It is a small family company.  In these circumstances the court asked 
a member of its legal staff to prepare a note of points which might have been 
made on behalf of the company.  This was disclosed to Jonathan Kirk QC, who 
represented the council.  In addition, mindful that he was appearing for a public 
authority against an unrepresented respondent, Mr Kirk himself invited the court 
to consider those points which he would have regarded as fairly capable of 
argument if he had been instructed on the other side.  This was in accordance 
with the best tradition of the bar and we believe that it has enabled us fairly to 
evaluate all the arguments.  Nevertheless, it is still unfortunate that the court did 
not have the benefit of hearing argument on both sides.” 

 
82. Deemster Goldrein at paragraphs 68-71 in his judgment in De Yoxall v Moore (28 July 

2015) praised the quality of the advocacy and the assistance he had received from the 
advocates involved in that case. 
 

83. Deemster Melton at paragraph 6 of his judgment in Osiris Trustees Limited v Oakley 
singled out an advocate for praise as he had “shown singular and exemplary patience 
and forbearance in dealing with” one of the parties. 

 

84. In General Construction Limited v Chue Wing & Co Ltd [2013] UKPC 30 the 
respondents were not represented.  Lord Mance delivering the judgment at paragraph 
3 stated: 

 
“… The Board pays tribute to the quality of the assistance which it has had from 
those representing the appellant, who have in accordance with best tradition put 
the relevant material before the Board both helpfully and objectively.” 
 

85. In Jennifer Marie Jones [2013] EWHC 2579 (Fam) Sir James Munby the President of 
the Family Division stated: 

 
“42. Mr Hames has been acting for the mother pro bono, as have the solicitors 
who instruct him.  For that both he and they deserve her thanks and mine.  
There can be no higher call on the honour of the Bar than when one of its 
members is asked to act for no fee on behalf of a client facing imprisonment.  
The Bar, I am sure, will never fail in its obligation to stand between the Crown 
and the subject in such a case.  And the same goes, I am sure, for the other 
profession ...” 
 

86. See the detailed judgment of High Bailiff Needham in Akhavan v Sigma Holdings Ltd 
and Quinn Legal Advocates Limited (19 November 2013) discussing a claim for breach 
of contract or negligence in the provision of legal services.  See also the judgment of 
High Bailiff Needham in Holmes v Carters (judgment 13 June 2104) which deals with 
an application for leave to amend particulars of claim in a case where the claimant 
claimed damages for losses arising as a result of alleged breaches of duty by the 
defendant when he acted as advocate for another in transactions/matters involving 
the claimant.  See also the Appeal Division judgment (21 August 2015). 
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87. See Janin Caribbean Construction Limited v Wilkinson [2016] UKPC 26 in respect of 

developing the law on advocates’ immunity from suit in Grenada in a different way to 
England and Wales not following the House of Lords in Hall v Simons [2002] 1 AC 615 
but following the old English common law in Rondel v Worsley [1969] 1 AC 191 and 
Saif Ali [1980] AC 198, Lord Clarke at paragraph 27 noting that the weight to be 
attached to reasons for the immunity was very much a matter of local policy. 

 

88. Deemster Corlett in Kiernan v Minerex Drilling Contractors Limited (judgment 27 
February 2015) at paragraph 64 referred to the unfortunate failure of counsel “to 
include the full text of Smith in their authorities and to point out that Smith overrules 
(in part) Kneale v Barclays Bank …” 

 

89. As regards concerns of advocates and other professionals in respect of the Proceeds of 
Crime Act 2008 see A (Deemster Doyle’s judgment 24 January 2017 at paragraphs 42 
to 45). 

 

Request clarification of judgment where genuinely necessary 
 
90. The UK Supreme Court in L and B (Children)  [2013] UKSC 8 at paragraph 7 quoted 

the following extracts from the words of Munby L J in In re A (Children) (Judgment: 
Adequacy of Reasoning (Practice Note))  [2011] EWCA Civ 1205 at paragraph 16: 

 
“...  it is the responsibility of the advocate, whether or not invited to do so by the 
judge, to raise with the judge and draw to his attention any material omission in 
the judgment, any genuine query or ambiguity which arises on the judgment, 
and any perceived lack of reasons or other perceived deficiency in the judge’s 
reasoning process.” 

 
91. See also Deemster Doyle’s judgment dated 12 October 2012 in Financial Supervision 

Commission v LG SP Investments Limited and Louis Group International (Europe) 
Limited : 

 
“15. ... I responded to the effect that it was perfectly appropriate for an 
advocate to make a submission that a judgment lacked reasons on a certain 
point and a request could be made for reasons.  If such a request was to be 
made it should be a focused request ... I in effect indicated that I was very 
happy to consider a request for further meat on the bones of the extempore 
judgment.” 

 
92. See also Deemster Doyle’s judgment in Bellamy v Mayor, Aldermen and Burgesses of 

the Borough of Douglas (11 December 2015) on the need for counsel to bring to the 
decision-making tribunal’s attention the relevant legal authorities and statutory 
provisions. 

 
Draw up draft order 
 
93. Ensure that after each hearing at which an order is made that a draft order is provided 

for the approval of the Deemster as soon as practicable and ideally within 24 hours 
and in any event within 7 days (see Rule 10.4(6)(a) of the 2009 Rules).   
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94. Avoid the criticisms of Ward L J in M [2012] EWCA Civ 1580 at paragraph 1 of the 
judgment and Glidewell J A in Potts v Hewison 1978-80 MLR 159.  Glidewell J A at 
page 176 stated: 

 
“… it really is quite unsatisfactory to be in a position where, almost until the end 
of the hearing of an appeal, the order against which the appeal is brought has 
not been drawn up or put before the court.  The responsibility for this lies, it 
seems to the court, entirely with counsel.” 

 
95. In K and C v DHSC (judgment 9 April 2015) Deemster Corlett at paragraph 13 referred 

to the failure by an advocate to promptly file a draft order following a court hearing 
noting at paragraph 14 that Rule 10.4(6)(a) of the 2009 Rules required draft orders to 
be filed within 7 days of the relevant court date, adding: 

 
“… It is vital that draft Orders are filed promptly with the Court because that 
provides a record of what the Court has decided and provides a basis for further 
progress in the case.  For there to be such a lamentable delay [14 May to 9 
October 2014] in the filing of the Court Order is totally unacceptable …” 

 
96. The Appeal Division in Nugent and Joyce v Willers (judgment 6 March 2017) stated: 
 

“16.   This court has not been provided with a copy of an Order made 
consequent upon such judgment by Mr Gough for the Appellants.  Glidewell JA in 
Potts v Hewison [1978-80] MLR 159 at 176 emphasised the responsibility of 
counsel to put the order against which the appeal is brought before the court.  
In M [2012] EWCA Civ 1580 Ward LJ stressed the need for orders at first 
instance to be drawn up.” 

 
97. Deemster Corlett in S v S (judgment 12 July 2017) stated: 
 

“1.   This judgment highlights the need for the parties, who have substantially 
agreed financial matters arising from their divorce, to ensure that the terms of 
their written agreement are precisely expressed, and also emphasises the need 
for the parties, their advisers and indeed the court, to ensure that the terms of 
any order made pursuant to that agreement fall within the court’s powers. 
… 
 
19.  I am left to conclude that the parties were simply not ad idem in relation to 
the issue of what was meant by the words "the Respondent will continue to pay 
the mortgage”.  Indeed, they were at cross-purposes.  There was no agreement 
at all on the issue.  They were not mistaken as to the true facts.  They obviously 
ought to have clarified the point before the draft consent order was filed, or 
referred the issue to the court for determination if they could still not agree. 
… 
 
24.  Finally, by way of general comment I add that it is self-evident that the 
draft order, professionally drafted by Mrs S’s then advocate, ought not to have 
been approved by the court for the simple reason that parts of it were beyond 
the powers of the court.  Given the court’s limited resources and time available 
to scrutinise these draft orders it is most important that it should be able to rely 
upon advocates to provide draft orders which are at least legally enforceable.  A 
failure to ensure that this is the case takes up valuable administrative, judicial 
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and, as in this case, court time, and substantially increases the cost and 
inconvenience to the parties.” 

 
98. It is also useful to provide the court with a draft of the order you are seeking before 

the hearing so the parties and the Deemster can focus on the precise nature of the 
relief sought.   

 
Stand up to the Deemster 
 
99. Judge of Appeal Hytner in Clucas v Clucas  1981-83 MLR 5 at 15: 
 

“... advocates should always stand up to judges, and it is their duty to do so ... 
and at times be firm with judges they feel are in error.  If a judge is sensitive, 
which he ought not to be, then it is nevertheless the duty of the advocate to 
stand up to him.  It is the strength of having an independent Bar or an 
independent advocate; the liberty of the subject depends on a strong and 
independent-minded advocate, when it is his duty to do so, standing up to a 
judge, and embarrassment should not prevent him from so doing.” 

 
100. In Frey v Labrouche  [2012] EWCA Civ 881 the Master of the Rolls delivering the 

judgment of the court stated: 
 

“29.   Mr. Taube quite rightly said that it is the duty of an advocate to stand up 
to a judge who is proposing to take an inappropriate course, such as refusing to 
hear argument.  He was also right to suggest that, if a judge states that he is 
proposing to take a certain course and a party’s advocate does not object to that 
course, an appeal by that party based on the proposition that the judge ought 
not to have taken that course would, in the absence of special factors, be 
doomed to failure.” 
 

101. Bennett v London Borough of Southwark [2002] EWCA Civ 223 Sedley L J at 
paragraph 18: 

 
“Fearlessness, which is rightly regarded as a virtue in professional advocates, 
can occasionally extend to standing up to courts in difficult confrontations.  The 
advocate will not always be right, but so long as he or she remains civil, 
submissions which are not only strong but unpalatable may be made if the 
advocate’s duty or judgment requires it.  A submission that a tribunal should 
recuse itself (to adopt the handy American term) may come into this class, and 
no tribunal should be offended if it is properly made.  What is unacceptable is 
making such submissions gratuitously or deviously – for example in order to 
secure an adjournment which cannot otherwise be got.  So is making a 
submission, especially one of this kind, in an offensive manner.  Our system of 
justice depends far more than is often realised (at least by people who have not 
seen some other countries’ systems in operation) on a level of courtesy and 
formality which ensure that hard things can be said without giving insult or 
offence.  I see no reason in this respect to expect a lesser standard of 
unqualified representatives than is expected of professional lawyers.” 

 
102. Munby L J in J (A child) [2012] EWCA Civ 1231 at paragraph 35: 
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“Of course, and even in a family case, a judge should stop irrelevant or time-
wasting cross-examination.  But a judge should always bear in mind that, 
however carefully he has read the papers beforehand, counsel is likely to have a 
better grasp of the inner forensic realities of the case.  And a judge does well to 
think twice if, as here, his intervention is met by counsel standing her ground 
and carefully explaining why she wishes to cross-examine in a particular way, 
especially if, as here, counsel's reasons have obviously been carefully considered 
and are not just 'off-the-cuff'.  Ms Holmes is to be congratulated for doing her 
duty, politely but firmly standing her ground and telling the Recorder plainly that 
his ruling was preventing her putting her client's case.  It is a pity that the 
Recorder did not, even at that point, see any reason to change his mind.” 

 
103. Moses L J in The Ebsworth Lecture Looking the Other Way (13 February 2012) stated 

at page 11: 
 

“Of course, any advocate worth his salt will be prepared to stand up to the 
rebarbative and recalcitrant bench.” 

 
104. Justice Tang (a Permanent Judge of the Hong Kong Court of Final Appeal) in a speech 

to law graduates on 19 March 2016 put it well when he stated: 
 

“Always be courteous but do not be spineless.  You must stand up for yours and 
your clients’ rights.  If you are right and you are sure you are, stand your 
ground.  The judge and your opponent will respect you for it.  You should always 
conduct yourself with integrity, dignity, firmness and fairness.  When these 
qualities are coupled with hard work, there is no reason why you should not 
succeed.  The first few years are the difficult years.  Once you get over them 
and have established yourself the rest comes easily …” 

 
Disclosure duties 
 
105. The following are extracts from MTM (Deemster Doyle’s judgment 16 February 2006) 

in respect of the duties of advocates in respect of the discovery process.  These 
comments should now be read in light of the rules in respect of disclosure specified in 
the Rules of the High Court of Justice 2009: 

 
“88.  In the judgment I delivered on the 21st December 2004 in respect of the 
First Defendant’s motion of the 7th December 2004 I endeavoured to outline in 
very brief terms the discovery obligations of the parties and their advocates. 
 
89.  Justice D. A. Ipp in Lawyers’ Duties to the Court (1998) 114 LQR 63 stresses 
that the role of lawyers has always been essential to the achievement of justice 
under the adversarial system. 

 
90.  An advocate has an important proactive role to play in the discovery 
process.  The advocate cannot just refer the client to the pleadings and give him 
a copy of Order 23 and tell the client to get on with it.  The advocate has to 
adopt a very much hands on approach with regard to discovery.  The advocate 
must get into the thick of the documentation and the issues and ensure that full 
discovery is given.  In R v C 2003-05 MLR N [16] (judgment delivered 10th 
December 2003) I referred to the general duties of advocates. I referred to Rule 
19(1) of the Advocates’ Practice Rules 2000 which provides that advocates have 
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an overriding duty to the court to ensure, in the public interest, that the proper 
and efficient administration of justice is achieved.  They must assist the court in 
justice and must not deceive or knowingly or recklessly mislead the court.  An 
advocate has serious and onerous duties in respect of ensuring compliance with 
discovery obligations.  There is no room for cards being kept up the sleeves of 
the advocate or the client.  In litigation matters nowadays all the cards must be 
placed on the table.  

 
91.  As Matthews and Malek in their book on Disclosure (2nd Edition) make plain 
an advocate has an overall responsibility of careful investigation and supervision 
in the discovery process and cannot simply leave this task to the client.  The 
best way for advocates to fulfil their own duty and to ensure that their client’s 
duty is fulfilled is to take possession of all the documents.  The client should not 
be allowed to decide relevance – or even potential relevance – for itself, so 
either the client must send all the documents to the advocate or the advocate 
must visit the client to review the files and take possession of all the relevant 
documents. Style and Hollander in Documentary Evidence (6th Edition) at page 
123 state that the client must be “questioned carefully” by his solicitor as to 
relevant documents which he should disclose as having been in his possession, 
custody or power.  Once the documents have been produced by the client, the 
advocate should carefully go through the documents produced to make sure that 
no documents subject to the discovery obligation are omitted from the list.  An 
advocate must not necessarily be satisfied by the statement of the client that he 
has no more relevant documents or no more than he chooses to disclose.  The 
advocate must investigate the matter further and ensure that discovery 
obligations are complied with.  An advocate should be particularly vigilant and 
searching where there is a history of failings in respect of discovery obligations 
or where there has been piecemeal production of documentation.  An advocate 
also has a duty to explain to the client the terms of an order for further 
discovery and the need to comply with such an order and the serious 
consequences which may result from non-compliance.  Affidavits stating that 
discovery has been duly completed or that there are no further relevant 
documents should not be sworn without detailed consideration of the position. 
 
92.  I set out an extract from the old English White Book 1999 (the Supreme 
Court Practice) as follows: 

 
“24/2/9 Obligations of solicitors in respect of discovery by their clients – It 

is necessary for solicitors to take positive steps to ensure that their 
clients appreciate at an early stage of the litigation, promptly after 
the writ is issued, not only the duty of discovery and its width but 
also the importance of not destroying documents which might 
possibly have to be disclosed (per Megarry J. in Rockwell Machine 
Tool Co. Ltd v E.P. Barrus (Concessionaires) Ltd [1968] 2 All E.R. 
98) Moreover it is not enough simply to give instructions that 
documents be preserved.  Steps should be taken to ensure that 
documents are preserved (Infabrics Ltd v. Jaytex Ltd. [1985] F.S. 
R. 75 where, because a defendant had not preserved documents 
affecting the quantum of damage, the maxim omnia 
praesummuntur contra spoliatorem was applied against him). 
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“It cannot be too clearly understood that solicitors owe a duty to 
the court, as officers of the court, carefully to go through the 
documents disclosed by their client to make sure, as far as far as 
possible, that no relevant documents have been omitted from their 
client’s affidavit per Salmon J. (as he then was) in Woods v. Martins 
Bank Ltd [1959] 1 Q. B. 55 at 60. 
 
See too comments on duty to notify court and/or to withdraw in the 
event of client not complying with proper advice in respect of 
discovery in Myers v. Elman [1940] A.C. 282 at 293-4 300-301 and 
322-3. 
 
See also para. 24/2/17, “Continuing obligation to give discovery”.” 

 
93.  I referred to this extract in my judgment on the 21st December 2004 when 
dealing with the First Defendant’s motion of the 7th December 2004.  
 
94.  Salmon J at page 60 in Woods stated: 

 
“During the course of this judgment I shall have to refer to the memoranda 
passing between the defendant Johnson and the defendant bank’s district 
head office.  Most regrettably, these documents were not disclosed in the 
defendants’ affidavit of documents although they are of the greatest 
materiality.  It should at all times have been obvious to the defendants and 
their solicitors that such memoranda existed.  Indeed, they are expressly 
referred to in some of the documents which were disclosed.  I am certain 
that these documents were not purposely suppressed.  Nevertheless, the 
defendants were grossly negligent in omitting these documents from their 
affidavit of documents.  It was not until the trial was well advanced that 
these documents were produced on my direction.  They were then found 
within a very short space of time, and it was conceded that there was no 
excuse for their non-disclosure.  No doubt the defendants’ solicitors 
explained to their clients that they must disclose all relevant documents 
which were or had been in their possession.  The solicitors’ duty, however, 
does not stop there.  It cannot be too clearly understood that solicitors owe 
a duty to the court, as officers of the court, carefully to go through the 
documents disclosed by their clients to make sure, as far as possible, that 
no relevant documents have been omitted from their clients’ affidavit.  In 
this case I am regretfully driven to the conclusion that this duty was not 
performed by the defendants’ solicitors.” 

 
95.  In Myers v Elman [1940] AC 282 the House of Lords dealt with issues of 
alleged professional misconduct. Viscount Maugham at page 300 concluded that 
Singleton J: 

 
“Was amply justified in concluding that Mr. Elman was guilty of professional 
misconduct in not insisting on his clients disclosing the relevant documents 
as soon as he knew that they were or had been in their possession custody 
or power, and in preparing and putting on the file affidavits of documents 
which he knew to be very inadequate.” 

 
96.  Viscount Maugham at page 293 added: 
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“The swearing of an untrue affidavit of documents is perhaps the most 
obvious example of conduct which his solicitor cannot knowingly permit. He 
must assist and advise his client as to the latter’s bounden duty in that 
matter; and if the client should persist in omitting relevant documents from 
his affidavit, it seems to me plain that the solicitor should decline to act for 
him any further. He cannot properly, still less can he consistently with his 
duty to the Court, prepare and place a perjured affidavit upon the file.” 

 
97.  Lord Wright in Myers v Elman at page 322 outlined the duties of a solicitor 
in respect of discovery as follows: 

 
“The order of discovery requires the client to give information in writing and 
on oath of all documents which are or have been in his corporeal possession 
or power, whether he is bound to produce them or not.  A client cannot be 
expected to realise the whole scope of that obligation without the aid and 
advice of his solicitor, who therefore has a peculiar duty in these matters as 
an officer of the Court carefully to investigate the position and as far as 
possible see that the order is complied with.  A client left to himself could 
not know what is relevant, nor is he likely to realise that it is his obligation 
to disclose every relevant document, even a document which would 
establish, or go far to establish, against him his opponent’s case.  The 
solicitor cannot simply allow the client to make whatever affidavit of 
documents he thinks fit nor can he escape the responsibility of careful 
investigation or supervision.  If the client will not give him the information 
he is entitled to require or if he insists on swearing an affidavit which the 
solicitor knows to be imperfect or which he has every reason to think is 
imperfect, then the solicitor’s proper course is to withdraw from the case. 
He does not discharge his duty in such a case by requesting the client to 
make a proper affidavit and then filing whatever affidavit the client thinks fit 
to swear to.  That is the improper conduct which the judge has found to 
have been committed by the solicitor in this case...” 

 
98.  In Rockwell Megarry J made some pertinent comments in respect of 
discovery: 

 
“I do not think that it would be right for me to part from this case without 
saying a word about a matter which has troubled me from time to time 
during the case, namely, the process of discovery.  Prima facie, discovery by 
certain defendants in this case has fallen far short of the standard which it 
ought to have attained.  I wish to make it plain that I am not criticising 
anyone, or attributing or allocating blame.  It would be quite wrong for me 
to do so, because the case has not proceeded to its conclusion, and what 
might have been said during the remainder of the case might have thrown a 
new light on what has occurred hitherto.  My concern is not so much for the 
past in this case as for the future in other cases. 
 
Two matters which in particular disturbed me were these.  First, there was a 
witness for a defendant who, in response to a question in cross-
examination, readily undertook one day to make a transatlantic telephone 
call and the next day announced that documents of prima facie relevance 
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were being dispatched by airmail.  This at least suggests that the process of 
discovery had not been complete. No doubt last-minute disclosure is better 
than none at all; but the plaintiffs were entitled to see the documents and 
consider their effect in advance of the hearing, and not be reduced to 
prising information out of the witnesses under cross-examination and then 
considering what was disclosed after the plaintiffs had closed their case and 
some ten days of the hearing had elapsed. Secondly, it appeared from 
evidence for the defendants that between the issue of one of the writs in 
1963 and the hearing, one of the defendants had been carrying on with its 
routine process of destroying documents seven years old, even though 
these probably included documents which ought to have been  disclosed on 
discovery.  

 
I have made it plain enough that I am not attributing or allocating blame, 
but looking only to the future.  What I desire to say is this.  In preparing for 
trial solicitors bear a great responsibility and a heavy burden.  Not the least 
of these burdens is that of discovery.  This is of especial weight in a 
complex case of passing off such as this was. Many litigants (and not least 
corporate litigants) have little appreciation of the scope of discovery, and 
the duty of making full disclosure.  So often they neither know nor 
appreciate the requirement that they must search for and disclose to their 
adversary any document which, in the classic phrase of Brett, L.J., in the 
Peruvian Guano case, “may fairly lead him to a train of inquiry” which may 
either advance his own case or damage his opponent’s.  
 
Accordingly, it seems to me necessary for solicitors to take positive steps to 
ensure that their clients appreciate at an early stage of the litigation, 
promptly after writ issued, not only the duty of discovery and its width but 
also the importance of not destroying documents which might by possibility 
have to be disclosed.  This burden extends, in my judgment, to taking steps 
to ensure that in any corporate organisation knowledge of this burden is 
passed on to any who may be affected by it.  

  
I may add that I have no reason whatever to think that solicitors will not 
continue fully and loyally to discharge the heavy burden that lies on them, 
and that cases where the process of discovery is seriously imperfect will be 
very much the exception rather than the rule.  But the events of this case 
have made it seem necessary to voice this matter by way of reminder that 
there are difficult cases, and especial difficulties in the case of large 
corporations.” 

 
99.  Common law jurisdictions worldwide stress the importance of lawyers 
complying with their discovery obligations.  Take Hong Kong by way of further 
example.  The following are extracts from the judgment of Hon Ma JA (sitting as 
an additional Judge of the Court of First Instance) in Yau Chiu Wah v Gold Chief 
Investment Limited HCA 807/2001 (judgment delivered 21st May 2003): 

 
“30.  First, in examining a solicitor’s conduct, one must have regard not only 
to his role as the legal representative of his client but also to his position as 
an officer of the court.  A solicitor’s obligation here is that while he is 
expected to act in the best interest of his client, he must not overstep the 
mark by undermining or in any way obstructing the administration of justice 
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by the courts.  The discharge of a solicitor’s duties towards his client must 
not cause him to be in breach of his duties to the court – cf. Arthur J.S. Hall 
& Co. v Simons [2002] 1 AC 615. 
 
31. The duty owed to the court is expressly referred to in the Legal 
Practitioners Ordinance Cap 159. Section 3(2) states that every solicitor shall 
be an officer of the court and is subject to its jurisdiction.  Rule 2(f) of the 
Solicitors Practice Rules under that Ordinance states that a solicitor should 
not do or permit to be done on his behalf anything which compromises or 
impairs or is likely to compromise or impair his duty to the court. 
 
32.  The duty owed to the court means that a solicitor, like a barrister, has a 
critical role to play in the administration of justice.  As Sir Thomas Bingham 
MR said in Ridehalgh v Horsefield [1994] Ch. 205 at 227 C-D, “The court’s 
jurisdiction to make a wasted costs order against a solicitor is founded on 
breach of the duty owed by the solicitor to the court to perform his duty as 
an officer of the court in promoting within his own sphere the cause of 
justice”.  This passage was cited with approval by the Court of Appeal in 
K.B. Chau v & Co. at 573.  In litigation, the courts rely on solicitors to 
facilitate their arriving at a just result in any given dispute.  As I have said 
above, a solicitor must not do anything to undermine or in any way obstruct 
the administration of justice. Obviously, he must not do anything to mislead 
or deceive the court. Courts have to rely on the integrity and honesty of 
solicitors.  In addition, a solicitor must not use his position to obtain an 
unfair advantage for his client.  One often hears a reference to litigation 
“tactics” but this must not be misunderstood.  While everyone would accept 
that a solicitor should act at all times in the best interests of his client, he 
must also be scrupulously fair to the other side.  He must not mislead, 
deceive or otherwise act unfairly, for litigation in the courts is a serious legal 
contest, not a game. 

 
33. The present case concerns one of the most important aspects of the 
administration of justice: discovery.  Much has been said and written about 
how discovery has got out of hand in modern litigation.  Whatever its 
excesses, the basic principle is the notion that justice is served by the 
parties revealing all relevant factual matters and documents within their 
possession, custody and power.  In the Mareva injunction context, as in the 
present case, discovery orders are frequently made ordering a party to 
disclose the extent of his assets.  
 
34. A solicitor’s duty in relation to discovery is to ensure that his client 
properly complies with his obligations in this context.  The duty is not limited 
merely to preventing the client filing an affidavit which, to his knowledge, is 
false.  The solicitor must actually explain to his client the extent of his 
obligations in relation to discovery and take reasonable steps to ensure that 
this obligation is fulfilled:- see Myers v Elman at 304 and 322. As Megarry J 
said in Rockwell Machine Tool Company Limited v EP Barrus 
(Concessionaires) Limited [1968] 1 WLR 693, at 694, “Many litigants (and 
not least corporate litigants) have little appreciation of the scope of 
discovery, and the duty of making full disclosure.”” 
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100.  Further examples can be found in Chapter 12 of Matthews and Malek on 
Disclosure (2nd Edition) which sets out in detail the onerous obligations of 
solicitors in respect of disclosure.  It is stated on page 339 that a solicitor’s duty 
is to investigate the position carefully and to ensure so far as is possible that full 
and proper disclosure of all relevant documents is made.  The duty owed to the 
court is one on which the administration of justice very greatly depends and 
there is no legal question on which advocates, in the exercise of their duty to 
assist the court, ought to search their consciences more.  

  
101.  There is an obligation to carry out a careful search for all relevant 
documents in the client’s possession, custody or power and to make proper 
inquiries and efforts with regard to those which once were but are not now 
(Mertens v Haigh (1863) 1 De G.J. & Sm. 528; Re McGorm (1989) 86 ALR 275). 
The advocate acting for the party is under a duty to properly explain to the client 
what the discovery obligations are and to do his utmost to ensure compliance 
with them.” 
 

106. See now Chapter 5 of Part 7 of the Rules of the High Court of Justice 2009 (Disclosure 
and Inspection of Documents) and the commentary to Part 31 of the English White 
Book Civil Procedure 2012 (Disclosure and Inspection of Documents).  There should 
these days be much more co-operation between the parties and their respective 
advocates and the focus should be on putting only the necessary documents before 
the court to enable the court to come to a determination on the issues in dispute.  The 
court and the parties should not be overburdened with documentation.  Moreover 
disclosure should be completed on a timely basis well before trial.  See also Disclosure 
(Fourth Edition) by Matthews and Malek chapter 18 Solicitor’s obligations in respect of 
disclosure.  At paragraph 18.19: 
 

 “What if a solicitor is provided privileged documents either by another party to 
the action or his client but which contained privileged material in favour of 
someone other than the client?  The solicitor needs to be careful not to look at 
documents which are so privileged and if in any doubt should consult the party 
whose privilege it is or may be.  It may be necessary to set up a mechanism to 
resolve any question of privilege such as the use of independent counsel.  The 
failure to follow such basic precautions might lead to an injunction against use of 
the material and anyone who has seen or used the material may have to be 
removed from any further involvement in the case.” 

 
107. If a privileged document is produced by obvious mistake, the lawyer should cease 

reading the document, inform the other side and return the document concerned.  The 
lawyer should not inform his client as to the contents of the mistakenly disclosed 
documents.  [Consider the Professional Conduct of Solicitors 8th Ed. 1999 paragraph 
16.06 n 6; Solicitors’ Code of Conduct (2007) Guidance n. r4 para 20(c)] 
 

108. See Lord Clarke’s lecture on Advocacy Ethics and the Role of the Expert (Hong Kong, 
28 April 2016) in relation to what happened when as a barrister he inadvertently 
handed over to a barrister on the other side (Nicolas Phillips, later President of the UK 
Supreme Court and judge of the Hong Kong Court of Final Appeal) documentation 
which included a number of his client’s witness statements which were privileged: 

 

“In fact he immediately returned them to me without looking at them.  He did it 
instinctively without looking at the documents.  He did it because it was the right 
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thing to do in circumstances when he knew that I had disclosed them to him by 
mistake.  The subsequent authorities show his decision was correct.” (paragraph 
7) 

 
109. Today with open disclosure, witness statements are normally exchanged between the 

parties and no cards are kept up the sleeves. 
 
110. See Rule 21 of the Advocates’ Practice Rules 2001 unless there is a conflict with the 

2001 Rules or with an Isle of Man statute or decision of the Courts of the Isle of Man 
in the construction or interpretation of the 2001 Rules reference shall be made to the 
provisions contained in the Guide to the Professional Conduct of Solicitors of England 
and Wales and the Code of Conduct of the Bar of England and Wales and such 
provisions will be applicable and shall be followed unless they arise out of some 
statutory obligation or duly imposed upon Solicitors and Barristers in England and 
Wales which does not apply to advocates. 

 

111. At paragraph 18.17 Matthews and Malek state: 
 
 “A personal liability for costs may arise though a failure by a solicitor to comply 

fully with his duties regarding disclosure of documents.  The failure to comply 
with his obligations on disclosure may amount to professional misconduct on the 
part of a solicitor.”  

 
112. In Bitel LLC (judgment of Deemster Moran dated 4 January 2013): 
 
 “10.  ... It is absolutely plain that there is no scope for extending any of these 

deadlines and so in addition to the ordinary compelling need for parties in 
complex litigation such as this, to communicate and co-operate in relation to 
discharge of disclosure obligations, the need is all the more pressing in this case 
... 

 
 16. ...  Then there came into play (or should have done) the process formalised 

in the English CPR for co-operation between the parties in identifying the optimal 
approach to the disclosure search which remained, ultimately, the responsibility 
of the disclosing parties.  The fact that the process is not finalised in a rule or 
practice direction in this jurisdiction does not mean that the Court is not entitled 
to expect parties to litigation to behave constructively and sensibly in relation to 
disclosure issues and to try and reach agreement on the proper approach to a 
search; particularly in such complex litigation as this, or that it is unable to deal 
with a situation where there is reason to believe the disclosure exercise will not 
be properly conducted unless prescriptive direction is given.  If by nothing else, 
such an approach is demanded of the parties as part of their duty to further the 
overriding objective and the Court is empowered and required by virtue of its 
general case management powers, to act as necessary to achieve that 
objective.” 

 
The new litigation culture: expedition, proportionality and co-operation not confrontation 
 
113. The following are extracts from Isis Investments Limited (in liquidation) (Deemster 

Doyle’s judgment 7 June 2012): 
  

“The new litigation culture 
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21.  This all fits in with the new litigation culture under the 2009 Rules.  In 
Howell v DHSS (CLA 1998/155 6th October 2009) I stated: 

 
“1.  The 1st day of September 2009 was an important day in the history of 
the Manx legal system. On that day the Rules of the High Court of Justice 
2009 (“the 2009 Rules”) came into operation.  
 
2.  The new rules encourage a new culture of cases being resolved 
expeditiously, fairly and efficiently within a short period of time and at a 
reasonable cost.  It is no longer acceptable for the parties to legal 
proceedings to dictate to the court the pace at which proceedings should be 
conducted, if that pace is slow.  
 
3.  Parties to legal proceedings and their advisers will have to wake up to 
the new reality of civil litigation in the 21st century.  More and more, courts 
will engage in active and robust case management.  Litigants and advocates 
need to be aware that under the 2009 Rules there is a new culture to civil 
litigation in this country and they need to deal with cases more expeditiously 
and more efficiently than in the past. 
… 
 
7.  The determination of civil disputes in the 21st century must be quicker, 
cheaper and more efficient than in previous centuries.  It still, of course, 
must be fair and just. In considering what is fair and just regard must be 
had to the position of the parties in the case before the court.  The position 
of other litigants and other court users must also, however, be considered. 
The public interest in the efficient use of court resources is a relevant 
consideration in the exercise of judicial discretions to permit amendments 
and adjournments.  The waste of public resources and undue delay should 
be taken into account in the exercise of judicial discretions. 
 
8.  The ultimate aim of the court must, of course, be the attainment of 
justice.  I accept that justice must not be sacrificed in favour of active case 
management simply for the sake of active case management.  Courts 
however are concerned to do justice to all litigants.  Courts are also 
concerned to ensure that their orders are complied with.  What may be just 
requires account to be taken of other litigants, not just the parties to be 
proceedings in question.  Speed and efficiency, in the sense of minimum 
delay and expense, are essential to a just determination of the proceedings. 
Account must be taken of the adverse effects of undue delay upon the 
parties to the proceedings and upon other litigants who are also seeking the 
speedy and efficient determination of their cases. 
… 
 
10.  The courts in compact jurisdictions strive to do their best with limited 
resources.  It is of paramount importance that the parties to legal 
proceedings use those limited resources efficiently and comply with court 
orders.  The efficiency of the courts in this jurisdiction no doubt has an 
effect on the economic and general health of the community.  Fairness and 
efficiency in legal proceedings are too important simply to be left to the 
parties to legal proceedings.  Courts must impose strict timetables upon the 
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parties to legal proceedings and should ensure that such timetables are 
adhered to and where, without good reason, they are not the parties and 
their advisers should not expect sympathy or further indulgence from the 
courts.  If they do not receive what they perceive to be justice then they will 
only have themselves to blame for their inefficient use of court resources 
and for their failure, without reasonable excuse, to comply with court 
orders.  
 
11.  The courts in the Isle of Man are not alone in the quest to increase the 
efficiency of civil litigation. 
 
12.  The Deputy Bailiff in Jersey in Garfield-Bennett v Phillips 2002 JLR N42 
stated: 
 

“The whole approach towards the progress of litigation has changed in 
recent times. The Court of Appeal [that is the Jersey Court of Appeal] 
made it absolutely clear in The Esteem Settlement (2000) JLR N 41 that 
times had changed and that it now had to be appreciated by all who are 
involved in civil proceedings that their objective has to be to progress 
the proceedings to trial in accordance with an agreed or ordered 
timetable at a reasonable level of costs and within a reasonably short 
time.” 

… 
 
15.  Rule 1.2 (1) of the 2009 Rules indicates that the 2009 Rules are a new 
procedural code with the overriding objective of enabling the High Court to 
deal with cases justly.  
 
16.  The following are extracts from Rule 1.2 : 
 

“(2) Dealing with a case justly includes, so far as is practicable - 
(a)  ensuring that the parties are on an equal footing; 
(b)  saving expense; 
(c)  dealing with the case in ways which are proportionate to - 

 (i)   the amount of money involved; 
 (ii) the importance of the case; 
 (iii)  the complexity of the issues; and 
 (iv)  the financial position of each party; 

(d)  ensuring that it is dealt with expeditiously and fairly; and 
(e)  allotting to it an appropriate share of the court's resources, 

while taking into account the need to allot resources to other 
cases.  

 
(3) The court shall seek to give effect to the overriding objective when 
it exercises any power given to it by these Rules. 
(4) The parties are required to help the court to further the overriding 
objective."" 

… 

 
22.  Although in terms Rule 1.2(4) of the 2009 Rules imposes a duty on "the 
parties" it is readily assumed that this encompasses their legal advisers 
including advocates.  See the English White Book 2012 at page 2812 citing 
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Geveran Trading Co Ltd v Skjevesland [2002] EWCA Civ 1567; [2003] 1 
WLR 912 where at paragraph 37 of the judgment delivered on the 30th 
October 2002 Arden L J stated: 

 
“... Under the CPR, it is the express duty of the parties, and hence their 
legal advisers (including advocates), to help the court to further the 
overriding objective in the CPR (CPR 1.3) ...” 

 
23.  The Hong Kong Chief Justice Geoffrey Ma in Wing Fai Construction 
Company Limited (in compulsory liquidation) v Yip Kwong Robert FACV No. 
3 of 2011 (date of judgment 8th December 2011) at paragraph 34 of his 
judgment stressed the fundamental importance of the duty of the parties 
and their legal representatives to assist the court in furthering the objectives 
set out in Hong Kong's civil procedural rules. 
 
24.  Rule 7.1(1) of the 2009 Rules in the Isle of Man provides that the court 
shall further the overriding objective by actively managing cases.  Rule 
7.1(2) of the 2009 Rules provides that active case management includes 

 
“(a)  encouraging the parties to co-operate with each other in the 

conduct of the proceedings; 
(b)  identifying the issues at an early stage; 
(c)  deciding promptly which issues need full investigation and trial 

and accordingly disposing summarily of the others; 
(d)  deciding the order in which issues are to be resolved; 
(e)  encouraging the parties to use an alternative dispute resolution 

procedure if the court considers that appropriate and facilitating 
the use of such procedure; 

(f)  helping the parties to settle the whole or part of the case; 
(g)  fixing timetables or otherwise controlling the progress of the case; 
(h)  considering whether the likely benefits of taking a particular step 

justify the cost of taking it; 
(i)  dealing with as many aspects of the case as it can on the same 

occasion; 
(j)  dealing with the case or any aspect of it without the parties 

needing to attend the court; 
(k)  making use of technology; and 
(l)  giving directions to ensure that the trial of a case proceeds quickly 

and efficiently.” 
 
25.  Under Rule 7.3(3) of the 2009 Rules the court may give directions for 
the management of a claim at any stage (a) on the application by any party, 
or (b) on its own initiative. 
 
26.  Dealing with a case justly includes, in particular, allocating to it an 
appropriate share of the court's resources, while taking into account the 
need to allot resources to other cases (Rule 1.2(e) of the 2009 Rules). Rule 
1.2(3) of the 2009 Rules requires the court to seek to give effect to the 
overriding objective of dealing with cases justly when it exercises any power 
given to it by the 2009 Rules. 
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27.  The court has wide case management powers under the 2009 Rules. 
The court has jurisdiction to dismiss a pre-trial application summarily on the 
ground that it is not an appropriate application to make because it is likely 
to add to the costs without any significant benefit to the conduct of the 
case, and is therefore contrary to the overriding objective.  In Norwich 
Union Linked Life Assurance Ltd v Mercantile Credit Co Ltd [2003] EWHC 
3064 (Ch) December 19, 2003 David Richards J stated: 
 

“4.  Dealing first with the grounds of the Deputy Master's decision, I 
reject the Claimant's submission that a Court cannot refuse to consider 
the merits of an interim application if it considers that making the 
application is contrary to the overriding principle of the CPR.  It was 
submitted that the overriding objective applies only to how an 
application is dealt with, not whether it is dealt with, and that a Court 
has no alternative but to consider an application on its merits.  I very 
much doubt whether that was true before the introduction of the CPR 
and it is certainly not the case now.  The overriding objective is 
concerned not with procedural and other interim applications taken on 
their own, but with dealing fairly, expeditiously and economically with 
cases as a whole.  If a Court considers that an application made by a 
party in a case will delay resolution of the case or add to costs or take 
up Court time, with no proportionate benefit to the conduct of the case, 
the Court is in my judgment fully justified in refusing to consider it. 
Whether this is an appropriate course in any case will depend on the 
particular circumstances of that case, and I will return to that issue at 
the end of this judgment.” 
 

28.  The observations of the Court of Final Appeal of the Hong Kong Special 
Administrative Region in Wing Fai Construction Company Limited (in 
compulsory liquidation) v Yip Kwong Robert FACV No 3 of 2011 (date of 
hearing 22nd November 2011 date of judgment 8th December 2011) are of 
considerable assistance.  The Court of Final Appeal of the Hong Kong 
Special Administrative Region is one of the world's leading common law 
appellate courts along with the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council and 
the High Court of Australia.  The Hong Kong Court of Final Appeal is greatly 
assisted by the calibre and international judicial experience of the judges 
who sit on the Court of Final Appeal. 
 
29. Chief Justice Ma at paragraph 31 of the judgment in the Wing Fai 
Construction Company Limited (in compulsory liquidation) case referred to 
the main purpose of their Civil Justice Reform (CJR) which came into 
operation in Hong Kong on 2nd April 2009 as “the intention to bring about a 
change in litigation culture”. Chief Justice Ma referred to the following 
principal themes of the CJR: 

 
“(1)  To ensure that parties to litigation are brought as expeditiously as 

possible to a resolution of their disputes, whether by way of 
adjudication or by settlement. 

(2)  To increase the cost effectiveness of the system of the civil 
procedure and to try to eliminate delays in litigation. 

(3)  To promote active case management by the courts and in doing 
so, not only facilitating the expeditious resolution of disputes, but 
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also bearing in mind the position of other litigants and the courts' 
own resources. 

(4)  To inculcate a culture among litigants and their legal 
representatives that there exists a duty to assist the court in 
furthering the principal themes of the CJR. 

(5)  To reduce, if not eliminate, those steps in proceedings, 
particularly interlocutory applications, which serve little purpose 
other than to prolong or render more costly civil proceedings.” 

 
30.  At paragraph 34 of the judgment Chief Justice Ma stated: 

 
“34.  Critical to the success of the CJR and its objectives is the 
realization that litigation is not to be treated as a game, but as a serious 
legal contest (to borrow a phrase used by Walton J in another context 
in Rightside Properties Limited v Gray [1975] Ch. 72 at 88 E-F).  Here, 
O.1A r.3 is of fundamental importance, stating it to be the duty of 
parties to a litigation and (I would stress) their legal representatives to 
assist the court in furthering the underlying objectives set out in O.1A 
r.1.  It is of course important to recognize, as stated in O.1A r.2(2) that 
the primary aim of exercising its powers is for the court to “secure the 
just resolution of disputes in accordance with the substantive rights of 
the parties”.  This places in context the operation of the Rules under the 
CJR:- Rules do not exist for the sake of compliance with them as an end 
in itself; they exist for the purpose of ensuring that disputes before the 
courts are justly resolved.  It does not, however, provide any excuse for 
parties or their legal representatives not to comply with the Rules or 
orders made by the court, nor does it relieve them of this duty under 
O.1A r.3.  The emphasis must be placed on the word “just”.” 

  
31.  Chief Justice Ma at paragraph 47 of the judgment stated that: 

 
“... all parties to a litigation have the obligation to progress an action so 
that they are brought closer to the resolution of their dispute, rather 
than be distracted by litigation tactics ...” 

 
32.  For the sake of completeness I should add that the underlying 
objectives set out in O1.A r 1 of the relevant procedural rules in Hong Kong 
are referred to at paragraph 32 of the judgment as follows: 

 
“(a)  to increase the cost-effectiveness of any practice and procedure 

to be followed in relation to proceedings before the Court; […] 
(d)  to ensure that a case is dealt with as expeditiously as is 

reasonably practicable; 
(e)  to promote a sense of reasonable proportion and procedural 

economy in the conduct of proceedings; 
(f) to ensure fairness between the parties; 
(g) to facilitate the settlement of disputes; and 
(h)  to ensure that the resources of the Court are distributed fairly.” 

 
33.  The learned Chief Justice of Hong Kong at paragraph 32(3) of his 
judgment (with which Mr. Justice Bokhary PJ, Mr. Justice Chan PJ, Mr. 
Justice Ribeiro PJ and Lord Scott of Foscote NPJ agreed) emphasised that: 
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“It will be through active case management by the courts, supported by 
the duty on the parties and their legal representatives to assist, that the 
just resolution of disputes will be achieved.”  

 
34. One is also reminded of the words of Lord Collins in the Texan 
Management Limited case [2009] UKPC 46 at paragraph 1: 

 
“It has often been said that, in the pursuit of justice, procedure is a 
servant not a master.” 

 
35.  And the words of Lord Phillips PSC in NML Capital Limited v Republic of 
Argentina [2011] UKSC 31 that: 

 
“... procedural rules should be the servant not the master of the rule of 
law.” 
 

36.  As Chief Justice Ma said at paragraph 34 of his judgment in the Wing 
Fai Construction Company Limited case FACV No 3 of 2011 (date of 
judgment 8th December 2011): 
 

“... Rules do not exist for the sake of compliance with them as an end in 
itself; they exist for the purpose of ensuring that disputes before the 
courts are justly resolved ...” 

 
37.  In the new litigation culture it is imperative that the parties and their 
legal representatives focus on the main areas of dispute between them 
which require judicial determination.  Parties and their legal representatives 
must co-operate in narrowing the focus of the main areas of dispute.  Those 
in dispute should first of all use their best endeavours to resolve their 
dispute without recourse to expensive and protracted legal proceedings.  If 
legal proceedings are necessary then they should be dealt with 
expeditiously, fairly and efficiently within a short period of time and at a 
reasonable cost. 

 
38.  This court wishes to discourage unnecessary procedural jousting or to 
use Judge of Appeal Hytner's words the unnecessary ploughing of extensive 
furrows through the field of interlocutory litigation and the ritual dance 
through the Rules.  Issues in dispute should be dealt with on their merits in 
accordance with the substantive rights and legal obligations of the parties.  
If they cannot be resolved by sensible negotiation, mediation and settlement 
then judicial determination will be necessary.  Legal proceedings should 
however normally be the last resort of the parties.  Once legal proceedings 
are issued the parties and their legal advisers and representatives including 
advocates must do all they can to fairly and expeditiously progress the case 
and strictly comply with case management directions to ensure a judicial 
determination of the legal issues in dispute within a reasonable time and at 
a reasonable cost.  The court will engage in active and robust case 
management in furtherance of the overriding objective of dealing with cases 
justly. 
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39.  Where parties find themselves in dispute over purely procedural 
matters they are required to co-operate in making a real attempt to explore 
the significant narrowing of, or compromise of, the procedural dispute for 
the purpose of avoiding disproportionate expense and the taking up of 
excessive court time. In Lexi Holdings v Pannore and Partners [2010] EWHC 
1416 (Ch) June 18, 2010, Briggs J stated: 

 
“5. ... Mr. Philip Marshall QC for the claimant explained that, in the 
claimant's view (and, I infer, the view of its legal team) the defendants' 
conduct of the case thus far had been characterised by an extravagant, 
improper and inappropriate attitude, including excessive requests for 
early disclosure, a misconceived summary judgment application, and 
repetitive requests for information, such that it was time for the 
defendants' approach to be curtailed by what he described as "a good 
rap on the knuckles”. 
 
6.  The court was presented with no less than ten lever arch files of 
documents supposedly relevant to the application, one from the 
defendants and nine from the claimant, without any attempt by the 
claimant to confine their contents to what was either necessary or likely 
to be needed by the court. The result of the claimant's apparent wish to 
enforce procedural rectitude on the defendants has been a hearing 
attended by leading counsel on both sides lasting more than half a day, 
a further day's judicial preparation and judgment writing, and the 
expenditure of more than 150 hours of time by the parties' solicitors 
and counsel, in relation to a purely procedural dispute which, so far as I 
have been able to ascertain, the parties made no attempt whatsoever 
either to compromise or significantly to narrow. 
 
7.  It ought not to be necessary, more than ten years after the 
introduction of the overriding objective and the CPR, to have to say that 
such an approach to the resolution of interim procedural disputes is 
wholly unacceptable.  The litigation of issues of bad faith and 
dishonesty may of course generate intense feelings of bitterness on 
both sides, and a determination to leave no stone unturned, regardless 
of cost, and all the more so in high value cases such as this one. 
Nonetheless the parties and their legal teams are obliged by CPR 1.3 to 
help the court to further the overriding objective.  While a case is being 
prepared for trial this requires the parties and in particular their legal 
teams to put on one side their understandable feelings of mutual 
outrage and hostility, and to cooperate with each other in a process of 
preparation for trial which incurs only proportionate costs and uses no 
more than an appropriate share of the court's resources.” 

 
40.  In the Shepherds Select Funds plc case (CHP 12/0057 judgment 
delivered 22nd May 2012) I stated: 
 

“63.  These applications have taken up a lot of court time.  There was 
considerable time spent in reading into the case.  It took a day to hear 
the applications and further time was taken in reflecting on the 
submissions, in considering the documentation provided under cover of 
the letter dated 25th April 2012 from Gough advocates and in reaching 
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determinations and in preparing the judgment.  I join with the judges 
from other jurisdictions in expressing concerns in respect of the judicial 
time and legal costs unnecessarily spent on requests for further 
information/clarification and specific disclosure.  There should be more 
co-operation and less confrontation between litigants and their 
advocates.  Under Rule 1(4) of the 2009 Rules the parties are required 
to help the court to further the overriding objective.  Rule 19(1) of the 
Advocates' Practice Rules [2001] provides that advocates have an 
overriding duty to the court to ensure, in the public interest, that the 
proper and efficient administration of justice is achieved.  They must 
assist the court in justice. I express the wish that in future litigants try a 
little harder to help the court to further the overriding objective of 
dealing with matters justly under the 2009 Rules and that advocates try 
a little harder in assisting the court in the proper and efficient 
administration of justice. Litigants and their advocates must 
enthusiastically take on board the new litigation culture under the 2009 
Rules.” 

 
41.  Deemster Moran in the Bitel LLC case (ORD 11/0048 judgment 4th May 
2012) referred at paragraph 81 to the "modern litigation environment" and 
the need for “a cost benefit analysis” and to consider whether the process 
involves "a proper use of Manx judicial resources". 
 
42.  In this case I was of the view that it was not a proper use of limited 
Manx judicial resources to adjourn the application for consolidation.  I was 
of the view that it was in furtherance of the overriding objective and a 
proper use of Manx judicial resources to make an order for consolidation 
without further adjourning the matter which would have involved further 
time and cost and taken up further judicial resources when this was not 
necessary.  I was of the view that the order I was minded to make and after 
hearing submissions did make on the 23rd May 2012 would not prejudice the 
substantive rights of any of the parties to the claims.  I was therefore 
content to proceed in the absence of three of the parties.  Moreover the 
Arab Monetary Fund judgment gave me comfort that consolidation could be 
ordered prior to service providing the parties had an opportunity to apply for 
a deconsolidation order once served.” 
 

114. Deemster Corlett in O’Brien v Bernhard Schulte Ship Management (Isle of Man) 
Limited and FutureSonic Cleaning Limited (judgment 1 July 2014) applied Howell 
stating at paragraph 67: 
 

“I look at the matter overall and in particular take into account what Deemster 
Doyle said in Howell and I refer in that regard to paragraph 10 of that 
judgment.” 
 

115. At paragraph 77 of his judgment in O’Brien Deemster Corlett added: 
 

“… The Rules of Court must be adhered to.  Having said that, justice should not 
be subordinated to a slavish adherence to those Rules, but in a case such as this 
where there has been such an unexplained delay the Court in my view is entitled 
to take a strict view and to send out a message that the Rules are there to be 
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complied with and those who delay without good explanation can expect little 
sympathy.” 

 
116. The Appeal Division in Nugent and Joyce v Willers (judgment 6 March 2017) stated: 

 
“30.   Sixthly, such an approach will discourage interlocutory appeals where the 
trial Deemster is on the verge of giving judgment and will allow for the time of 
this court to be used to the best advantage for those it seeks to serve.  The 
overriding objective of dealing with cases justly requires, so far as is practicable, 
allotting to an appeal an appropriate share of the court’s resources, while taking 
into account the need to allot resources to other appeals.  Moreover in Watson v 
Jolly [17 October 2011] this court, differently constituted, referred to the new 
culture under the Rules of the High Court of Justice 2009 and the need for cases 
to be resolved expeditiously, fairly, efficiently, within a short space of time and 
at a reasonable cost.  This case, sadly, has not reached those expectations.  This 
latest interlocutory appeal has simply wasted valuable time.  This case should 
now proceed to closing submissions and judgment without any further 
unnecessary delays. 
 
31.  In our judgment the summary dismissal of the appeal was a proper 
approach for this court to adopt.  Interlocutory appeals which this court is 
satisfied require determination by this court before the lower court can proceed 
with hearing the case will be determined on their merits in the ordinary course of 
events.  Per contra interlocutory appeals made at such a late stage of the 
proceedings as this where no injustice will result to any party by the summary 
dismissal of such appeal and which preserves the rights of parties to appeal 
against the substantive judgment of the lower court may not be determined on 
their merits if this court is satisfied that it is unnecessary and inappropriate for 
them to be so determined.  In this court’s judgment it was unnecessary and 
inappropriate to determine this latest interlocutory appeal in these protracted 
proceedings and we therefore declined to do so.” 

 
117. Lord Hope in ANS v ML [2012] UKSC 30 at paragraphs 64 and 65 stressed that the 

responsibility for conducting legal proceedings as expeditiously as possible rested on 
the parties’ representatives as well as the court.  It is the duty of the parties and their 
legal advisers to do everything they can to help the court to secure its objective.  Not 
sitting back and waiting for the other party to act, co-operating with each other where 
possible, giving positive assistance in the setting of timetables and limiting the 
opportunity for delay between each stage in the process and during the hearings 
themselves are just some examples of steps they may take to assist the court. 
 

118. Where matters can be agreed they should be agreed.  In Hiranandani v Hirco Plc 
(judgment 4 December 2014) the Appeal Division penalised the respondents by an 
adverse costs order because the respondents “ought to have consented to an 
extension” of a stay (see paragraph 33 of the judgment). 

 

119. Unreasonable delays, unnecessary complexity, excessive costs and hostile attitudes of 
confrontation by parties and their advocates have seriously hampered the 
administration of justice in many jurisdictions worldwide for far too long.  The new 
litigation culture in the Isle of Man, in addition to fairness and justice, involves 
expedition, proportionality and cooperation rather than confrontation.  This rightly 
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places heavy burdens on litigants and advocates to sensibly assist the court in the 
administration of justice. 

 

Recusal applications 
 
120. If you have solid grounds to make an application for recusal make it but ensure that it 

is made at the first available opportunity (Appeal Division’s judgment at paragraph 9 in 
the Mount Murray case 4 March 2002; see also Appleby v Isle of Man Law Society 
Visitor’s decision 21 March 2014).  See separate notes on Judicial Recusal.                                                                                                                                                                                                       

 
121. In R (Toovey and Gwenlan) v The Law Society [2002] EWHC 391 (Admin) at 

paragraph 80 Stanley Burnton J warned advocates not to make recusal applications 
unless they were satisfied “that there are reasonable grounds for making such an 
application.” 
 

122. Guard against Deemster – shopping (Anglo International Holdings Limited v Casendale 
Limited 1996-98 MLR 8 at 15). 
 

123. Lord Neuberger (the President of the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom and lead 
judge of the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council) in ‘Judge not, that ye be not 
judged’ : judging judicial decision-making FA Mann Lecture 2015 (29 January 2015) 
stated: 

 
“36. … It is all too easy for a litigant who does not want his case heard by the 

assigned Judge, or wishes to postpone a hearing, to conjure up reasons 
for objecting to a particular judge.  It is contrary to justice for one party to 
be able to pick the judge who will hear the case. In small jurisdictions or in 
specialised areas of work, it is not always easy to find an appropriate 
judge, and if the objection is taken, as it often is, at the last minute, it will 
often lead to delay and extra cost for the parties and the court.”  

 
124. It is the duty of an advocate not to make a recusal application except on solid and 

reasonable grounds. 
 

Pressure 
 
125. Sometimes complying with onerous duties to the court produces pressure and stress.  

Michael Kirby a former Justice of the High Court in Australia spoke well about stress in 
a paper presented to the Melbourne Law School on 21 February 2013 on a forum for 
wellness for law.  He acknowledged that some judges add to the stress suffered by 
lawyers but added “Judges need to ensure that lawyers, especially advocates, in the 
testing circumstances of litigation, master their briefs, familiarise themselves with the 
applicable law, command the detail of the facts, reflect seriously on the structure and 
content of their arguments, obey the practice rules and help the court reach a lawful 
and just conclusion.  They need to test the propositions advanced by advocates and to 
ask them tough questions.  The judges themselves are often under considerable 
pressure”.  Understand therefore that when you think a judge is putting you under 
pressure there is normally a good reason for it.  That may help you deal with the 
pressures and stresses of being an advocate and complying with the onerous duties to 
the court imposed upon you. 
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126. Geoffrey Ma (the Chief Justice of Hong Kong) in a contribution to A New Courthouse 
(Supreme Court of Queensland Library 2012) entitled Duties Owed to the Court : Fact, 
Fiction and Continuing Relevance in a section entitled “The pressures on the modern 
lawyer” referred to “economic pressures on lawyers” (such as “the modern pressures 
of intense competition”, “practice promotion”, and the law being a “big business, 
where substantial profits are to be made”; “Intense competition means for many that 
the dominant position is held by the client”) adding at page 128: 

 

“… That said, quite clearly the lawyer must also bear in mind his role in the 
overall administration of justice and this includes the concept of duties owed to 
someone or something other than his or her client.  The duties owed to the 
court are a significant and extremely important part of a lawyer’s function …” 

 
Lord Neuberger’s lecture on The Future of the Bar 
 
127. See Lord Neuberger’s lecture The Future of the Bar (20 June 2014).  The following are  
 extracts: 
 

“The Rule of Law  
 
5.  It is right to begin by reminding ourselves that legal practice has an 
important context not shared by other occupations. Lawyers have a special 
position in society not because they are loved or because they are particularly 
admirable people, but because they are responsible for the rule of law.  That is 
true whether they administer law as judges, advise on law as legal advisers or 
act as advocates in courts and tribunals, whether independent, or employed. 
The rule of law is fundamental to a modern democratic society.  The rule of law 
requires laws which satisfy certain criteria: they must be clear and accessible, 
they must protect society, and they must recognise the fundamental rights of 
individuals against each other and against the state.  However, such laws are 
valueless unless they are also a practical reality, and therefore the rule of law 
also requires that all citizens have access to justice, and by that I mean effective 
access to competent legal advice and effective access to competent legal 
representation.  
 
6.  The special function of lawyers carries with it special responsibilities, which 
we should never forget. A lawyer has a duty to society, most obviously in the 
form of a duty to the court in connection with litigation, and that duty, whether 
or not to the court, is of a greater order than the duty owed by other 
professionals in the commercial or quasi-commercial world.  As the great Lord 
Bingham put it, a lawyer has to be capable of being trusted to the ends of the 
earth.3  
3 Bolton v The Law Society [1994] 1 WLR 512 at 519.  

 
Duties  
 
7.  The fact that lawyers have such a duty carries with it privileges and 
responsibilities.  Thus, the fact that citizens have a fundamental right of access 
to legal advice and to the courts, means that lawyers have a sort of indirect 
expectation to be paid by the state, and a fundamental right to have their 
independence respected, but it also means that lawyers have a duty to their 
clients to be honest and competent, and a duty to the court.  It also means, I 
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suggest, that they must ensure that their services are provided as cheaply as is 
consistent with their other duties – at least when they are acting for ordinary 
people whether or not they are relying on government funding.  It may be 
different when lawyers are acting for large corporations and very rich individuals, 
who can look after themselves.  
 
8.  Self-interest cannot be ignored, as it is a fundamental human characteristic, 
probably an aspect of Darwinian survival. Indeed many people might think that a 
lawyer who has no feeling of self-interest and does not fight hard for himself 
may well be a lawyer who does not fight hard for his client.  However, for a 
lawyer, self-interest has to take a very clear second place to professional and 
public duties … 
 
Fusion and specialisation  
 
22.  Having said that, the regulatory system may well provide further impetus 
towards a de facto fusion in the legal profession.  If we in England and Wales 
proceed further along the road of convergence I have described, it will lead to 
the position where barristers, solicitors and CILEX members all carry out the 
same regulated activities.  Whether this leads, as such replication did in the 19th 
century, to a formal merger of professions is an open question.  One thing this 
will not mean will be the end of independent barristers, or of legal specialisation. 
In those countries were they have a single profession, some lawyers specialise in 
advocacy, some even specialise in very specific forms of advocacy such as 
appellate advocacy, while others specialise in advisory work. Expertise and 
specialisation will always be needed.  I think this point highlights a subtle 
distinction which the independent bar in jurisdictions such as ours sometimes 
seems to affect not to appreciate.  A fearless, independent, and outspoken 
group of specialist advocates can exist and thrive perfectly well within a larger, 
single legal profession: it does not need to be a separate profession.  In the 
USA, the very effective Association of Trial Lawyers of America, although a sub-
group of a single lawyers profession, is every bit as effective as the Bar Council 
in England.  But I am not advocating fusion: emotionally as a former barrister, I 
would regret it.  Nor am I speaking against it.  There are two important 
questions which those in, and concerned about, the legal profession have to 
consider, namely: is fusion the way we are going and is fusion in the public 
interest.  
 
23.  Just as there is a move towards coalescence of the legal profession, so is 
there an even more effective tendency towards so-called silos within the 
profession.  This is as a result of increased specialisation.  The ever-increasing 
volume and ever-increasing complexity of the law renders specialisation 
inevitable.  When I started studying law in the early 1970s, professional 
negligence was dealt with in part of a chapter on negligence in textbooks on 
tort.  By the late 1970s, professional negligence merited a chapter on its own.  
In the 1980s, there were, for the first time, a couple of text books devoted to 
the topic of professional negligence.  By the late 1990s, one could find textbooks 
devoted to solicitors’ negligence.  And now, there is a textbook dealing solely 
with the issue of solicitors’ negligence in relation to trust and wills.  There is 
increasing pressure on practising lawyers, like lawbook writers, to specialise, as 
we seem to be living in an increasingly specialised world.  
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24.  Whether the trend of the past half-century towards increased specialisation 
continues is unclear.  Some trends are like a spaceship travelling 
intergalactically: they continue relentlessly in the same direction, perhaps until 
they explode on hitting a star. Other trends are more like a pendulum – they 
reverse direction, and often, having gone too far one way they go too far the 
other.  In many ways, I hope specialisation is a pendulum not a spaceship. In 
the present era, specialists tend to develop their own areas of law without 
regard to what is happening in other areas.  This has the risk of producing 
lawyers with a rather narrow focus, and the law becoming incoherent and 
complicated.  And, I may add, it emphasises the need for appellate courts with a 
non-specialist outlook, which can take a holistic view of the law and ensure that 
it develops coherently across all areas.  

 
25.  One reason for the increased specialisation among lawyers is the increasing 
complexity of the law in almost every field, which has been an ever-growing 
challenge to those practising law.  In a lecture last month, I expressed concern 
about the ever-increasing quantity and often poor quality of legislation over the 
past thirty years, which, as I explained, is not conducive to justice and brings 
Parliament, and even the rule of law, into disrepute … 

 
27.  … The state of criminal statute law is remarkable in its extent and 
complexity. Ten years ago, the recently retired Law Lord, Lord Steyn, referred to 
there being “an orgy of statute-making11”, and it’s got worse, not better, since 
then.  
11 First Brice Dickson lecture, published in European human rights law review, vol. 9, no. 3  

 
28.  I appreciate that as life gets more complex, a degree of complexity in 
legislation is inevitable, but that reinforces, rather than undermines, the need for 
a self-denying ordinance by the law-makers.  The same applies to judges, who 
have the task of interpreting statutes and developing the common law. In the 
same speech, I referred to the fact that many judgments are much too long, 
adding this “Reading some judgments one rather loses the will to live – and I 
can say from experience that it is particularly disconcerting when it’s your own 
judgment that you are reading.”  We need to make our judgments leaner and 
clearer – more accessible.  If I ever had a mission statement for the Supreme 
Court, which I certainly will not, it would to ensure that the law was as simple, 
as clear and as principled as possible. 
 
29.  So far I have been referring to the laws of this country, but there is another 
factor which has rendered legal practice more demanding than when I started 
practising in 1975.  It is….  
 
The international dimension  
 
30.  The enormous increase in the international, or even global, nature of legal 
practice has three aspects, which are connected.  The first is the growth of 
international, cross-border business; the second is the increasing 
internationalisation of solicitors’ law firms and barristers’ chambers; the third is 
the growth in international law, both in terms of harmonisation and in terms of 
international courts.  These changes are, I think, largely attributable to the 
increased ease and speed of communication, of travel, and of movement of 
goods.  They tend to make a lawyer’s life more complex, but more exciting.  
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31.  There is an increasing number of international arrangements - eg cross-
border insolvency treaties, double taxation agreements and harmonisation of 
patent law, to take three commercial examples, as well as international criminal 
conventions.  Multinational and even national companies manifest an increasing 
desire for advice on issues which straddle more than one country, often more 
than one continent.  These developments are attributable to the increase in the 
globalisation, coupled with increased market liberalisation, which has already 
happened, and the desire to reduce barriers to trade which is what most people 
hope will happen.  The international arrangements often involve a further layer 
of international law on top of the national law, which self-evidently renders the 
subject more complex for lawyers.  Or it involves changing the national law, 
which means more to learn for lawyers. And the need for advice which involves 
the law of more than one country also increases the task for lawyers … 

 
Legal costs  
 
40.  Legal advice and representation cost significantly more in the UK than in 
almost any country in Europe.  Four caveats should be made at once.  First, this 
is a very broad generalisation indeed, and there are no doubt many exceptions, 
qualifications and explanations which could and should be made to this 
statement.  Secondly, it is dangerous, and can be unfair, simply to compare the 
costs of lawyers between different countries.  To take an obvious point, in the 
UK, a judge is largely an impartial umpire, whereas in much of Europe, the judge 
plays a much more proactive role, and therefore the judicial system in such 
countries is significantly more expensive than here.  Thirdly, there is much to be 
said for the point that you pay for what you get: UK lawyers have a particularly 
fine reputation, as their presence and influence internationally demonstrates. 
Fourthly, any reform should be carried out bearing in mind the importance of 
retaining a high quality legal profession, and its importance to the rule of law 
and to the economy.  

 
41.  Having said that, there is a long-standing and justified concern about the 
level of cost of litigation: it will simply be out of all proportion to the amount 
involved in a small case, which means that fighting a small case (in a recent 
lecture I gave the example of a plumber suing a householder for £5000 for work 
done and the householder counterclaiming for £10,000 for alleged flooding 
caused by the plumber’s negligence) is either not worth it or is prohibitively 
expensive.  This is a denial of access to justice and is therefore an offence 
against access to justice and therefore to the rule of law.  I have referred on 
more than one occasion to the need for “quick and dirty” justice; it is not 
perfect, but it is better than no justice.  

 
42.  I hope we can do something about this.  If we do, it is true that lawyers will 
make less per case, but there will be many more cases, as people will be 
prepared to fight.  If we cannot do anything about costs, I hope you will. One 
solution may be the German system of fixed costs … 

 
Education and Training  
 
49.  Having touched on various features of the present, and contrasting it with 
my past and your future, I turn finally to education and training.  
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50.  It is essential that legal education takes into account, first the centrality of 
the rule of law; secondly the need for a very high standard of professional ethics 
(duties to society, the courts and clients); thirdly the need for lawyers to 
understand legal principles; fourthly the need to deal with practicalities of 
professional life; fifthly the need to allow for recent changes; sixthly, as far as 
possible, to cater for future.  As for training, it is not only important that these 
factors are taken into account, but, particularly at a time of such fast change as 
the present, training after qualification, continuing professional development, is 
very important too … 

 
Supreme Court Advocacy  
 
52.  I end with a few words on Supreme Court advocacy, suggested by Lord 
Kerr, who is very sorry he cannot be here this evening (though he has heard 
quite enough of me).  In a nutshell, we would benefit from two things.  The first 
is shorter written cases.  There’s no point in setting out the detailed facts: they 
are in the Statement of Facts and Issues, and most of the details don’t matter. 
Similarly, quoting large chunks of judgments is unnecessary and unattractive. 
Repetition is also to be avoided.  The rapier is a better weapon in the Supreme 
Court than a bludgeon.  

 
53.  The second point is that your oral submissions should focus on the 
development of the argument in the written case, rather than a rehearsal of the 
written case – or at least a fresh approach from the written case. With a written 
case and an oral argument, you have the opportunity to make two sets of 
submissions: take advantage of it …” 

 
128. Lord Neuberger in Some thoughts on the post-LASPO civil judge’s role before and 

during trial (22 January 2015) stated: 
 

“14. A third aspect of modern life which is still being worked through is the need 
for specialisation. As life has got more complicated, the need for specialisation 
has increased, and this is no more true than in the legal profession.  When I 
started at the bar, professional negligence was dealt with as a chapter in 
standard works on negligence.  Shortly after, professional negligence was 
thought to be a subject worth a slim volume, but, with successive editions over 
the next ten years, it became a thick volume.  The next development was a 
tome devoted simply to solicitors’ negligence.  And a few years ago, there was 
published quite a full book purely on solicitors’ negligence in conveyancing.  The 
days when it was thought that a judge could try a case on any subject have not 
quite gone, but with ticketing in crime, with specialist civil courts, and with the 
tribunals being brought into the judiciary, we are, I think, moving in that 
direction.  It is a difficult question where we go from here on judicial 
specialisation, but I hope it is not too far.  The law is already at risk of 
developing in silos, and a not-too-specialist judiciary has a great deal to offer in 
ensuring that there is cross-fertilisation between the silos – a highly desirable 
exercise in the legal world, but not perhaps in the agricultural world.”  
 

Rule of Law: special duty 
 
129. See separate note on the Rule of Law. 
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130. Sydney Kentridge QC in his book Free Country (2012) in the chapter on The Rule of 

Law: Ideals and Realities  at page 153 states: 
 

“As lawyers, it is therefore our special duty to foster and strengthen public 
respect and support for the judiciary in its role as guardian of individual liberty 
[and the rule of law].” 

 
131. Lord Neuberger in Reflections on the ICLR Top Fifteen Cases (6 October 2015) at 

paragraph 71 stated: 
 

“This decision [A v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2005] 2 AC 68] 
demonstrates and vindicates the importance of judges, and therefore of legal 
professionals, legal academics and law reporters, to the rule of law.” 

 
132. See also Deemster Doyle’s Oxford Union lectures Rule of Law: the backbone of 

economic growth (17 July 2014), The rule of law and the separation of powers (16 
July 2015) and The rule of law – judicial independence and accountability (6 July 
2016). 

 
133. Stephen Breyer (Justice of the Supreme Court of the United States of America) in The 

Court and the World in chapter 12 Advancing the Rule of Law at page 271 states: 
 

“The interchange amongst judges, lawyers, and law students can help build 
support for a more basic goal, furthering the rule of law itself.” 

 
134. Justice Tang of the Hong Kong Court of Final Appeal at a speech to law graduates on 

19 March 2016 hoped that busy lawyers would find time for pro bono work and asked 
lawyers not to take the continuation of the rule of law for granted: 

 
“I hope that you, who are the future guardians of our system, will be vigilant.  
Do not think that small encroachments on the rule of law or on human rights do 
not matter.  Or that because they do not concern you directly, you should not be 
bothered.  Just as, if the air is polluted, we all suffer, if the rule of law is 
undermined we all suffer too.  The future belongs to you … stand up for genuine 
rule of law and effective protection of our fundamental human rights …” 

 
135. Lord Neuberger in a keynote address to the World Bar Conference 2016 (16 April 

2016) at paragraphs 4 and 5 spoke of the: 
 

“… constitutional importance to the rule of law of honest, expert, respected and 
independent lawyers … We judges need the assistance of expert lawyers too”. 

 
136. Lord Neuberger at paragraph 6 of his address referred to the importance of the 

relationship between judges and advocates: 
 

“The relationship should be one of mutual respect, trust and understanding, 
coupled with a suitable sense of distance and detachment.” 

 
137. At paragraph 22 Lord Neuberger closed with the following comments to the assembled 

lawyers: 
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“… a professional, expert, respected and independent advocates profession, 
which faces up to its responsibilities represents a very precious asset to a 
modern civilised society.  Indeed, it is a vital component of a modern civilised 
society.  You all perform a very important function.” 

 
 I concur. 
 
138. Lord Clarke in Advocacy, Ethics and the Role of the Expert (Hong Kong, 28 April 2016) 

stated: 
 

“4.   I have not of course come here to teach you ethics, although it is central to 
everything that the lawyer does, or should be.  However I recently came across 
a brilliant passage from a piece written by one of the greatest advocates of the 
20th century, Norman Birkett QC.  He later became Birkett J and then Birkett LJ, 
and indeed was one of the UK judges at the Nuremburg war crimes trials, 
although it is as an advocate that he is principally remembered.  He said this: 
 

“The court must be able to rely on the advocate’s word; his word must 
indeed be his bond and when he asserts to the court those matters which 
are within his personal knowledge the court must know for a surety that 
those things are as represented.  The advocate has a duty to his client, a 
duty to the court and a duty to the state but he has above all a duty to 
himself that he shall be, as far as lies in his power, a man of integrity. 
 
No profession calls for a higher standard of honour and uprightness and no 
profession perhaps offers greater temptation to forsake them, but whatever 
gifts an advocate may possess, be they never so dazzling, without the 
supreme qualification of an inner integrity he will fall short of the highest 
standard.” 
 

I am indebted to a fairly recently retired Recorder of London, Peter Beaumont 
QC, for drawing my attention to these stirring words.  They underline the 
principle that it is of the utmost importance that judges should be able to trust 
counsel. 
 
5.  These principles are not unique to England and Wales.  Not long ago I went 
to a conference in Washington organised by the American Inns of Court on 
professionalism and ethics.  One of the papers included this contribution on 
integrity: 
 

“Loss of reputation is the greatest loss you can suffer.  If you lose it, you 
will never recover it.  Whether other lawyers or judges or clerks … trust you 
and take your word, whether you are straight with your clients … whether 
principles and people matter to you, whether your adversaries respect you 
as honest, fair and civil, whether you have the guts to stand up for what 
you believe – these are some of the hallmarks of integrity.  Personal 
integrity is at the heart of every law career.  You can’t get it out of a 
computer – or from a law book - or from a commencement speaker.  You 
have to live it and practice it every day with every client, with every other 
lawyer, with every judge and with every public and private body.  And if 
your reputation for integrity is alive and well so will your career [be] and so 
will your well being1. 
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I agree and, as they say in the Court of Appeal, there is nothing I can usefully 
add.” 
1 James A George, The “Rambo” problem: Is Mandatory CLE the Way Back to Atticus?  62. La. L. Rev 467, 505(2002), George 
(quoting Jerome P Facher, Washington Lee Law School Commencement Speech, May 14 2000) 

 
Further reading 
 
139. See Making Your Case The Art of Persuading Judges by Antonin Scalia and Bryan A 

Garner in which, amongst others, the following points are made, some of which touch 
upon the duties of advocates in respect of advocacy: 

 
(1) be sure that the tribunal has jurisdiction; 
(2) know your audience; 
(3) know your case; 
(4) know your adversary’s case; 
(5) pay careful attention to the applicable burdens and standards of proof; 
(6) never overstate your case.  Be scrupulously accurate; 
(7) if possible, lead with your strongest argument; 
(8) if you are the first to argue, make your positive case; 
(9) if you are arguing after your opponent, design the order of positive case and 

refutation to be most effective according to the nature of your opponent’s 
argument; 

(10) occupy the most defensible terrain; 
(11) yield indefensible terrain; 
(12) take pains to select your best argument.  Concentrate your fire; 
(13) communicate clearly and concisely; 
(14) always start with a statement of the main issue before stating the facts; 
(15) appeal not just to rules but to justice and common sense; 
(16) when you must rely on fairness to modify the strict application of the law, 

identify some jurisprudential maxim that supports you; 
(17) understand that reason is paramount with judges and that overt appeal to 

their emotions is resented; 
(18) assume a posture of respectful intellectual equality with the bench; 
(19) restrain your emotions and don’t accuse; 
(20) control the semantic playing field; 
(21) close powerfully – and say explicitly what you think the court should do; 
(22) prepare assiduously; 
(23) arrive at court plenty early with everything you need; 
(24) make a good first impression.  Dress appropriately and bear yourself with 

dignity; 
(25) greet the court and, if necessary, introduce yourself; 
(26) avoid detailed discussion of precedents; 
(27) focus quickly on crucial text, and tell the court where to find it; 
(28) don’t beat a dead horse; 
(29) stop promptly when you’re out of time; 
(30) when you have time left, but nothing else useful to say, conclude effectively 

and gracefully; 
(31) treasure simplicity; 
(32) present your argument as truth, not as your opinion; 
(33) never speak over a judge; 
(34) never ask how much time you have left; 
(35) never put any other questions to the court; 
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(36) be cautious about humour; 
(37) welcome questions; 
(38) never postpone an answer; 
(39) if you don’t know, say so, and never give a categorical answer you’re unsure 

of; 
(40) begin an answer to a question with a ‘yes’ or a ‘no’; 
(41) never praise a question; 
(42) willingly answer hypotheticals; 
(43) learn from your mistakes; 
(44) plan on developing a reputation for excellence. 

 
140. See Reciprocal Duties of Bench and Bar Justice Heydon (2007) 81 ALJ 23, Court Craft 

& Court Conduct and Bench and Bar Relationship  Justice Kumar (Judge Punjab and 
Haryana High Court) lecture delivered February 2010 at the Chandigarh Judicial 
Academy, Michael Todd, Chairman Bar Council of England and Wales, Ethics and the 
Rule of Law  March 2012 presentation at Grand Court No. 1 in the Cayman Islands, 
Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea: Conflict between the duty to the client and 
duty to the court  Justice Kenneth Martin Supreme Court of Western Australia 4 March 
2012 address to the Bar Association of Queensland Annual Conference, Lord 
Neuberger’s keynote closing address to International Council of Advocates and 
Barristers (16 April 2016), Lord Clarke’s lecture on Advocacy, Ethics and the Role of 
the Expert (Hong Kong, 28 April 2016) and Lord Neuberger’s lecture on Ethics and 
advocacy in the twenty-first century (15 June 2016) 

 
141. See Chief Justice Geoffrey Ma’s Duties Owed to the Court: Fact, Fiction and Continuing 

Relevance presentation at Supreme Court of Queensland Seminar 4 August 2012 
conducted to mark the opening of the new metropolitan courthouse.  In that thought-
provoking presentation Geoffrey Ma referred to the pressures on the modern lawyer 
and the intense competition for legal services.  The learned Chief Justice concluded 
that the administration of justice to a significant extent depended on lawyers fulfilling 
their duties to the court.  I concur. 

 
 
 
 
[Doyle August 2017] 


